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1. Summary of Recommendations 
This Winter Control Optimization report deals with municipal road, sidewalk, multi-use trail and 
parking lots, and recommends actionable items to improve efficiency and effectiveness of these 
municipal services. The report identifies and addresses the appropriate service levels, resources 
needed (labour, equipment and inventory), and options to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
all winter control operations. The table below identifies the recommendations and indicates the page 
of the report where each is discussed and explained. 
  

Recommendation Page 
Service Level Recommendations 30 
1. The “Levels of Service for Roads Maintenance Operations” should be updated to 

reflect the changes in the Minimum Maintenance Standards (MMS). 31 

2. That the City maintain all sidewalks that meet the current policy, consistent with the 
recent audit, adding about 10 km to the plow routes. 32 

3.  Amend By-law 168-08 to be consistent with the current policy concerning which 
sidewalks property owners must clear, to require the clearance within 24 hours of 
the end of snowfall, and to require treatment of icy conditions within 48 hours. 

32 

4.  Stop salting sidewalks when melt/freeze conditions result in icy conditions unless 
weather forecasts indicate the icy conditions may remain for 48 hours. 32 

5.  Designate bicycle lanes adjacent to sidewalks near curbs as seasonal bicycle lanes; 
except where measured bicycle volumes warrant high priority snow lifting. 32 

Routing 32 
6. Revise the salt routes to create Priority 1 routes covering arterials and other major 

roads designed to complete the routes in 4 hours in most circumstances, and Priority 
2 routes covering the collectors, hills and sharp corners and designed to be 
completed in 8 hours in most circumstances. 

33 

7. Revise the plow routes to cover about 30 lane kms without duplication of roads 
assigned to salt trucks. 33 

8. Revise the sidewalk routes to accommodate the added sidewalks, and any changes in 
equipment that are approved. 33 

9 Consider the potential to have Roads lead hands inspect sidewalks as well as roads, 
and/or to have Parks staff use Burnside to record their findings. 34 

Staffing 34 
10.  Discuss with the union changing the shift bonus requirement related to a 6 am shift 

start. 34 

11.  Ensure Parks has adequate staffing for the number of sidewalk routes created. This 
could be seasonal or permanent staff, depending upon other department 
requirements 

34 

Vehicles and Equipment 34 
12. The City should expand its use of articulated tractors (like the Trackless) to the extent 

the vehicles can be used effectively in the summer. 36 
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Recommendation Page 
13. The City should test the use of graders and loaders with blades as an alternative to 

the plow trucks; renting equipment if required. 36 

Contracting 36 
14. That the parking lot contract be separated next year, inviting bids on two separate 

packages, one for Recreation and Parks, and one for other properties, with an 
option for a decrease if the same bidder wins both packages. 

37 

15.  That different snow clearing standards be applied to different types of City 
properties, with only the prime sites, such as the City Hall complex, staying at a 5 cm 
requirement for parking lots, with other properties using an 8 cm standard. 

37 

16.  That consideration be given to submitting an in-house bid for some, or all, of the 
properties covered. 37 

Materials 37 
17. Consider installing brine tanks and using brine rather than magnesium chloride for 

anti-icing and pre-wetting salt whenever weather permits. 38 

18. Install a scale and automated tracking system near the salt dome in order to better 
control salt inventory. 38 

19. Return the Parks salt to the main salt dome and have Parks vehicles use the scale.  If 
the scale is not installed and a separate Parks salt pile remains, inform Parks drivers 
they can use the Roads loader; training them appropriately. 

38 

20. Gradually introduce routine use of sand rather than salt, beginning with the lower 
volume roads – residentials with hills or curves, and then collector and rural roads. 39 

Parking 39 
21. Implement an enhanced parking enforcement program as described. 41 
22. Work with the Region of Waterloo, the City of Kitchener and the City of Waterloo to 

develop a process for declaring snow events; communicating the declarations to the 
public that considers the needs of each municipality and the range of likely weather 
conditions.  The process should err on the side of declaring too early, provided there 
is also a process to end a declaration promptly if forecasts change. 

41 

Information Technology and Service Based Budgeting 41 
23. That the City develop SAP so it can provide budgeting and actual expenditure 

information on each of the services identified above, either by building a better link 
to Maximo, or by extending SAPs capabilities. 

44 

24. That the City revise its approach to allocation of costs to the Regional contract by: 
• including training, standby shift and meal allowances and anti-icing cost 
categories. 
• revising its approach to allocation of salt and plow routes to take into account the 

relative level of effort on Regional and City roads, perhaps by giving the priority 
km some role in the formula. 

44 

25.  Consideration should be given to having the Region change its policy to cover 
payment for maintenance of sidewalks on Regional roads. 44 
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2. Introduction  

Review Mandate 

This Winter Control Optimization project reviewed winter control operations related to municipal road, 
sidewalk, multi-use trail and parking lots, and recommends actionable items to improve efficiency and 
effectiveness of these municipal services.  
 
The project identified current service levels, resources (labour, equipment and inventory) used to 
deliver the services, and the processes used.  It developed recommendations for the desired service 
levels and service delivery approaches; it also developed key performance indicators for all winter 
control operations related to municipal road, sidewalk, multi-use trail and parking lots. Recommended 
changes are accompanied with a risk management assessment. The project also explored the use of 
new technology and software to enhance Winter Control operations and the requirements to build a 
service-based budget for winter operations.  
 
This Final Report includes the following: 

a) Recommended service levels for all winter control operations; based on best management 
practices and MMS.  

b) Actionable recommendations to achieve the recommended service levels, and to improve 
efficiency and effectiveness.  

c) A service-based costing approach for all winter control operations. 
d) Resource management plan for labour, equipment and inventory. 
e) Recommended key performance indicators. 
f) A risk management assessment of the recommendations. 

 

3. Organization and Budget 
The Public Works Department maintains 992 lane kilometres of City streets and 239 lane kilometres of 
Regional roads. The Department was also responsible for the winter maintenance of some sidewalks 
and parking lots at City facilities, but this role was transferred to the Parks, Recreation and Culture 
Department (Parks) in 2016, which was already plowing 6 of 13 sidewalk routes. Initially the sidewalk 
maintenance was contracted out and parking lot maintenance was done using in-house staff.  Last 
year, the sidewalks were maintained by in-house services while the parking lot maintenance was 
contracted. 
 
Regional roads are the responsibility of the Region of Waterloo (the Region), but the City of Cambridge, 
like the Cities of Waterloo and Kitchener, maintains the regional roads under a contract with the 
Region.  The maintenance of regional roads is fully integrated with the maintenance of City roads, 
while the costs are tracked and charged back to the Region. The cost of maintaining the sidewalks on 
Regional roads is also integrated with the maintenance of sidewalks on City streets, but the costs are 
charged to the Region. 
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The major services are conducted using routes that identify the specific assets to be maintained: 
• There are 9 anti-icing routes where a liquid magnesium-chloride mixture is distributed before 

selected snowfalls or anticipated drops in temperature that might create black ice.  The routes 
cover bridges, hills, sharp corners and turning circles. 

• There are 10 salt routes where combination plow and salt trucks (combos) plow and/or spread 
salt on regional roads, collectors, school zones, and hills and curves, with each route broken 
down into primary and secondary routes. Routes can generally be completed in 4 hours, and 
during a snow event the combo units will plow and/or salt continuously, focusing on the high 
priority roads; they will then complete one pass after the precipitation ends. 

• There are 22 plow routes, each with a dedicated plow truck, plus 1 plow and salt route in the 
rural areas.  The plow routes include both the residential roads and the arterial and collector 
routes that are also included in the salt routes. Each route can generally be completed by an 
operator during a single shift (barring extraordinary events) – although “cleanup” will be 
required later in areas where cars were parked, etc.  The number of routes was reduced by 
three in recent years. 

• There are 13 sidewalk routes, each plowed when snow accumulation exceeds 5 cm and salted 
as required.  They cover about 200 km of the 680 km of sidewalk in the City. Current routes 
tend to take 5-8 hours, depending upon conditions. 

• Parking lots and internal sidewalks at city facilities are cleared under a contract which calls for 
clearing if 2.5 cm accumulates on a sidewalk and 5 cm on a parking lot. 

 
During major snow events, some plows will be dispatched with a salt truck to conduct echelon plowing 
on roads with four or more lanes. Each truck will plow and pass the snow to the next truck until the 
entire road is cleared at the same time.  The salt truck will often follow and distribute salt on the 
cleared roadway.  Taking turning lanes into account, it can require up to 4 plows and one salt truck to 
clear a road like Hespeler Road. 
 
Other winter maintenance services provided by the City include: 

• Snow removal from the BIA areas, and at intersections in other parts of the City, as required to 
ensure sight lines. 

• Sand box filling to allow pedestrians to spread sand on sidewalks and on hills and other 
locations. There are 147 sand box locations. 

 
The winter season starts November 1st with respect to maintenance operations and ends in mid-April. 
City staff is on call from mid-November to mid-April. 
 

Staffing 

The Public Works Department has 44 unionized staff members allocated as follows: 
- 11 on night shift (11:00 PM to 7:00 AM), comprised of 10 staff persons plus 1 lead hand.  During 

snow events they operate 10 combos that treat the 10 salt routes as required. The lead hand 
uses a pickup truck with a plow blade and salt spreader to coordinate operations, investigate 
and, when possible, deal with service requests, and handle some laneway maintenance. 
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- 33 on day shift (7:00 AM to 3:00 PM). The staff includes 3 lead hands, one in each district.  Of 
the 30 operators, 2 are patrollers (not dedicated to winter operations), 10 are assigned to the 
combos to handle the salt routes, and up to 23 are assigned to plow routes when required.   

 
In addition to the Roads’ staff members, the Department maintains a list of winter “volunteers” from 
the Public Works and Fleet Services Divisions. This pool of full-time City staff can be used at any time to 
augment Roads’ staff during major winter storms, generally to fill the required plow trucks/routes. 
There is currently 30 staff on the volunteer list. Many have worked in Roads before, while others have 
undergone training and evaluation before the winter.  
 
This staffing is deployed in different ways depending upon the weather conditions.  Note that when an 
annual average number of employees is on vacation, sick leave or lieu time (5.5 of the 44), there is not 
enough staff to handle a full plow run.  The number of volunteers from other departments that are 
called in to assist will vary depending upon the actual number of Public Works staff that is not 
available. 
 
Both Roads and volunteer staff are trained using the course offered by the Region.  Roads staff may 
also spend up to 40 hours training time with an experienced operator. 
 
The table below shows how many staff are required to handle duties at different times, depending 
upon weather conditions. 

 Labour Requirements for Various Conditions 
 

Conditions 
Roads Staff Required 
(day/night) 

Snow Event 
- Salt Run 

Full Plow 
Event 

1 Day Post-
Storm Event 

2-4 Days 
Post- Event 

5+ Days 
Post- Event 

Recent Annual 
Frequency 

30 10    

Snow Event Activity 
Anti-Icing      
Snow Salting – Day / 
Night 

10/10 10/10 10/10   

Snow Plowing (Day)  23    
After Event Cleanup 
(laneways, parked cars) 

- - 0-23 4  

Supervision / Service 
Requests / Troubleshoot 

3/1 3/1 3/1 3/1 3/1 

Snow Removal, Bridges 
and BIAs 

  8 8  

Other Maintenance Activity 
Road Patrol* 2 2 2 2 2 
Hotbox Potholes - -  4-8 4-8 
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Other Maintenance Activity 
Catch basins Clearing  - -  4 4 
Brush Trimming Road 
Side Signs & Sweeper 
Routes 

- -  4-8 4-8 

Clean Winter Equipment - -  4 4 
Debris Pickup - -   8 
Sand Box Filling - -   6-8 
Snow Fences Inspection 
and Repair 

- -   4 

Vacation/Lieu time/Sick 
Leave (average) 

5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 

Total Required 31.5 54.5 19.5 - 62.5 29.5 – 47.5 15.5 – 55.5 
Total Available 44 44 44 44 44 

 
Note – Range (e.g. 4-8) indicates one or two crews may be employed, depending upon work level and staff availability. 
 Numbers in italics indicate work needs to be done but not necessarily every day, or that routes need to be run,  

but not necessarily every route. 
* Road Patrol only includes routine road patrollers.  Lead Hands shown under “Supervision/ Service 
   Requests/Troubleshoot” also conduct winter road patrols 
 
As is evident from the table, there is more than sufficient staffing for all essential work, except during 
the plow runs, when the volunteers from other work units in the department must be used.  Pothole 
filling consumes about 12% of staff time, while debris pick-up takes another 3% of time.  Snow fence 
repair and sand box filling each require some time in the winter.  Thus, all these activities are not 
required at the same time, suggesting the need for 44 employees really is limited to the plow runs, 
when the volunteers are available. Use of the volunteers only requires payment, generally overtime, 
during the hours required for snow plowing, which is less expensive than additional full-time staff, 
unless the full-time staff is required for other tasks when not plowing. 
 
While the table above shows how many staff is devoted to certain activities, it does not indicate the 
frequency of those activities. 
 
Staffing is also complemented by contractor resources for snow clearing at selected cul-de-sacs and 
doglegs.  The City plows make one pass around the outside of cul-de-sacs and doglegs providing a 
workable access.  The contractor then visits each location ensuring all snow is piled in the middle of the 
circle or dogleg.  The contracted services will cost $138,000 in the coming winter if the service is 
required 10 times (costs were only $85,000 last winter).  A contracted grader also assists each snow 
removal crew, and a contractor with a bulldozer stockpiles snow at the snow dump. 
 
In addition to the unionized operating staff, there are two Supervisors and a Manager for Road 
Maintenance.  There have traditionally been three Supervisor positions, but one of the Supervisors has 
recently been appointed Manager, and the position has not yet been filled. 
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Parks, Recreation and Culture Department staffing  
 
Parks organizes its’ sidewalk operations in the five zones used for Parks operations.  The staff used for 
winter sidewalk maintenance have other positions, such as members of the Ambassador Group that 
does handwork in the BIA areas, arena attendants, etc. However, with the frequency of sidewalk 
plowing or salting requirements, the staff is generally committed to sidewalks most of the time. As a 
result of the decision not to hire temporary staff this winter, there are only 11 staff available for the 13 
routes. This will result in lower service levels for at least some routes, although the 36-hour response 
requirements will be met in most cases unless there are heavy snowfalls. There are five staff (one per 
zone) on stand-by during the weekends to handle any requirements, which could be related to 
sidewalk maintenance, or to other issues.  
 
Staffing is complemented by contractor services for parking lot maintenance. This year the 
requirements for sidewalks and parking lots at recreation facilities and other civic facilities have been 
combined in one tender in order to maximize the economies of scale. The contract has just been 
awarded for the coming winter.  Costs for most City facilities have remained relatively consistent with 
past years, but the costs for recreation and parks facilities is more than doubling, partly as a result of 
an increase in the service level; also removing snow after 2.5 cm instead of 5 cm.  The total cost will be 
about $950,000.   

Equipment 

The equipment used during winter operations, including equipment used to carry out non-snow 
related activities during the winter, is listed in the table below: 

 Equipment Used in Winter Operations 
 

Number Average Total Use Units Average Use in 2018 
Public Works     
Salt/Plow Single 2 58,701 km 13,288 
Salt/Plow Tandem 8 323,215 km 11,327 
Plow Truck (Single) 17 69,665 km 5,802 
Plow Truck (Single, with Salt) 6 84,307 km 5,729 
Plow Truck Tandem 1 80,294 km 7,377 
Pickup 8 119,732 km 14,348 
Loader (2 with snow blower) 5 5,654 hrs 580 
Skidsteer 1  hrs 384 
Truck Tandem (Construction) 2 65,971 km 8,477 
     Total 50    
     
Parks Rec Culture 

  
 

 

Pickup 6 108,296 km 11,148 
Tractor 8 1,597 hrs 211 
Tractor – Articulated 6 3,148 hrs 294 
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Parks Rec Culture 
  

 
 

Push Snow blower 5 
 

 
 

     Total 29    
 
The salt/plow combo trucks are the backbone of the winter maintenance fleet.  They are equipped 
with Dickie John units to control and report on the volume of salt distributed. They respond to about 
40 events, and for the more significant events will continue to operate throughout the arrival of snow 
or freezing rain.  The tandem trucks are used more frequently as they can carry larger loads of salt, or 
sand, and can plow just as effectively as the dedicated plow units on the main roads (can be less 
effective on narrow, windy roads).  All units are equipped with Automated Vehicle Location (AVL) units. 
 
The single axle plow trucks have been a focus of attention because of the low number of plow runs 
required.  Of the 21 trucks, 3 were driven less than 3,000 km in 2018, and another 11 less than 6,000 
kms.  Focusing on winter usage alone, the 21 trucks were used for an average of 276 hours, or 34 
complete shifts, which is substantially higher than the 10 plow events that occurred.  The trucks were 
also used for clean-up activities, generally the day after a plow run, for snow removal, and to support 
other services, such as asphalt repairs.  However, some trucks appear to be used more frequently than 
others; the hours of use in the winter are relatively consistent with the annual kms travelled.  There 
are four trucks that are used for less than 20 shifts.  These trucks have an average age of 9 years; there 
are 5 trucks that are 13 years old. There is no information on the maintenance history, or the related 
downtime experienced by any of the vehicles.  For asphalt repairs, crews use hot asphalt reclaimers 
(hotboxes) to repair potholes; a much better solution than use of a cold mix.   
 
Parks has focused on the use of tractors for sidewalk clearing, with 18 tractors of various models used 
for plowing and salting, or sanding, when necessary.  The 6 articulated tractors are more effective at 
sidewalk clearing, and are useful for summer work as well; however the 12 other tractors are much 
less expensive.  The other tractors tend to be wider than the sidewalks, have a low capacity for 
spreading salt or sand, and have less power and weight for moving snow or scraping ice. The charge 
from Fleet Services to recover capital and operating costs for the other tractors tends to be about 
$15,000 per year, while it is about $38,000 for the articulated tractors.  However, given the difference 
in the hours of use, some articulated tractors have as many as 400 hours of use annually ($95/hour) 
while some of the other tractors have only 150 hours of use ($100/hour).  As well, there are obviously 
potential savings from improved staff efficiency when they have the right tools, but these savings have 
not been quantified.  To the extent other units used for summer can be replaced, it would be useful to 
acquire more articulated vehicles in the future, as long as they can be effectively used in summer and 
winter. 
 
Parks also has a 5-tonne and a 3-tonne truck and a pickup to distribute salt to the sidewalk tractors to 
avoid the need to store salt in each region and have the tractors return to their base when empty. The 
3-tonne vehicle has an auger to automate the transfer of salt.  One of the limitations of the tractors is 
that they do not provide the downforce required to effectively remove packed snow or ice. 
 
All vehicle maintenance is carried out at the Public Works depot, which is convenient for Public Works 
vehicles, but requires some transporting of vehicles for Parks staff. 
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Materials 

The table below shows the volume of materials used in winter operations over the last three years. 
 

 Volume of Materials Used by Winter 
Materials Used 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 
    
Salt (Tonnes)     5,815     7,558    6,476 
Liquid (Litres) 242,065 290,349 197,308 
Sand (Tonnes)        956         445     1,302 
    
TOTAL SNOWFALL 
(cm) 

       125       120       121 

 
Salt is the main material used to handle winter conditions.  Significant magnesium-chloride liquid is 
used, mainly to pre-wet the salt as it is dispersed, although some is used for anti-icing when it is 
sprayed on key roads and bridges before expected freezing conditions. 
 
Very little sand is used; generally only at very low temperatures when salt will not be effective. 
 
The 2017/2018 winter required the largest use of materials.  Usage of salt declined in 2018/2019, with 
some increase in the use of sand, reflecting efforts to reduce the amount of salt employed. Although 
the extent of salt usage is impacted by snowfall, it is much more tied to temperature fluctuations, 
particularly those that produce freezing rain or thaw/freeze conditions. 
 
There has also been a problem in reconciling the salt usage with the salt inventory.  The salt usage is 
recorded based upon the reports from vehicles indicating how much salt each vehicle has distributed, 
as reported by its controller unit.  However, when the salt inventory was taken, the inventory was 
$178,000 less than expected, based on the records of volumes distributed.  The inventory shortage was 
thought to have occurred over three years. Alternatives to deal with this discrepancy are examined 
later in this report. 
 
The extensive use of salt is the most economical way to produce safe driving conditions on major 
roads, by melting snow and ice to produce bare pavement.  However, the Region depends upon 
ground water for its drinking water and as the maps reproduced from the Region’s website reproduced 
below show, salt concentration in the Region’s well sites has grown substantially over the last twenty 
years. 
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 Salt Concentration in Drinking Water Wells, 1998 and 2018 

  
Source: Region of Waterloo:  https://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/living-here/salt-management.aspx 
 
All materials are dispersed from the main Public Works yard with no satellite materials in storage at 
the Parks operating yards.  There is a separate Parks salt shed at the Public Works yard, but no loader 
to put the salt into the trucks. 

IT Systems 

Public Works uses Maximo as its prime system for recording work orders and work completed.  The 
implementation of SAP within the City has created some issues as it does not link with Maximo 
effectively, and SAP cannot provide expenditures based on activities (e.g. plowing or salting).   
 
All vehicles have AVL systems on them allowing both real time and historical tracking of vehicle 
locations and, to some extent, accomplishments.  The salt trucks in particular have computerized 
controllers to manage and record the dispersal of salt.  The current Regional study is reviewing Salt 
Management Practices and Monitoring, and Regional staff indicate they expect it will identify the right 
type of controllers to ensure the best data possible is collected about when and where salt is applied; it 
should also provide information concerning when plows are down.  The Cambridge controllers do 
provide some of this information now. The controllers are the prime source of data on salt usage, but 
the large discrepancies in the salt reconciliation suggests it is not adequate.   
 
The Burnside, map-based winter road patrol software, has been in use for the past year and helps to 
consistently capture winter road conditions.  The City of Waterloo and Region of Waterloo both 
successfully defend winter-maintenance based claims using Burnside.  The City of Cambridge complies 
with Ontario Regulation 239/02 - Minimum Maintenance Standards (MMS) for Municipal Highways.  
Winter patrols are conducted daily on representative roadways.  Representative tours are conducted 
to determine if winter maintenance is required, without having to drive every road in the City.  Once a 
patroller determines if a full plow or salt response is required, there is no need to complete the patrol. 
A winter patrol is only completed when no or partial winter response is needed.   
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There is also widespread use of tablets, which is currently being expanded to most of the operating 
staff.  The basic application is time entry, but access to the AVL information, work orders, directions, 
and route maps including suggested directions to complete a route, would also be helpful and can be 
implemented over time. The most immediate benefit will be allowing operators to identify roads on 
their routes that they have not yet covered using the internally developed Cambridge Plow App, which 
is also available online for the public (https://www.cambridge.ca/en/learn-about/Winter-
Maintenance-and-Snowplowing.aspx). 
 
Some of the plows have been outfitted with additional cameras, both back-up cameras and cameras on 
the wings, which assist the operator to ensure they do not hit cars or other objects.  This helps to off-
set the elimination of the wing persons, still a sore point with some operators, although it has become 
the standard practice in the industry. 

Expenditures 

The City’s expenditures for road and sidewalk winter maintenance was $2,132,663 in 2018 which was 
about 3% lower than the amount spent in the previous year – see table below. 

 Winter Maintenance Expenditures 
Expense Category Year 4-Year 

Average  2015 2016 2017 2018 
 
Actual Cost (1) ($) 

  

Labour 1,005,372 879,438 896,510 833,510 903,707 
Equipment 568,406 521,221 610,544 639,314 584,871 
Material & Other 282,833 256,334 440,081 458,994 359,560 
Sidewalk Snow 
Clearing (2) 

 308,230 248,445 200,845 252,506 
(3-yr. avg.) 

      
TOTAL (Annual % 
change) 

1,856,611 1,965,223 
(5.8%) 

2,195,580 
(11.7%) 

2,132,663 
(-2.8%) 

2,100,644 

 
Budget ($) 

 
 

 

Total (excluding 
sidewalk) (3) 

2,061,800 1,930,500 1,940,500 2,004,300 

Sidewalk Snow 
Clearing 

 234,000 234,000 234,000 

     
TOTAL 2,061,800 2,164,500 2,174,500 2,238,300 
Notes: 

1) Based on GL accounts and Job Cost Reports. 
2) Sidewalk snow clearing was moved to Parks, Recreation and Culture Department in 2016 

from Public Works Department. Parks does not have a work order system, so costs may be 
inaccurate.  

3) Only total dollars are available from Budgets. 
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Labour costs (salaries and benefits) have declined between 2017 and 2018 and the last three years 
were noticeably lower compared to 2015, when Public Works was responsible for sidewalks. 
Maintenance equipment, and especially material and other supplies, has increased over the 4-year 
period. Overtime costs represent a significant portion of total labour costs – 22% in 2018. The 
percentage share was even higher in 2017 at 29%.  The majority of overtime costs relate to operating 
the salt routes on weekends and by extending shifts to provide continuous service during events. Some 
overtime relates to the use of the volunteers from other departments to supplement plow runs. 
 
On call costs are also significant.  Workers receive on call pay for the 3 pm to 11 pm period during the 
week (1 hour) and for the weekend (4 hours). Standby costs amount to about 8% of payroll costs.   
 
The shift bonus contributed about $200,000 to costs (including those charged to the Region) in 2018. 
An experiment with an earlier start (6am vs. 7am) worked well from an operational point of view, 
however it resulted in higher shift bonus payments reported to be about $68.000, and was abandoned 
as a consequence.  The earlier start allowed clearing of streets before traffic volumes increased; it may 
be useful to negotiate a less expensive shift bonus, perhaps one that only applies to the earlier hour 
rather than the entire shift, to allow this practice to be revised. 
 
The costs of clearing parking lots and sidewalks at city facilities under the new contract are as follows: 

 Costs of Parking Lot and Sidewalk Clearing at City Facilities 
Building Locations Monthly 

Rate 
FY 2019 

(Nov/Dec) 
FY2020 

(Jan-Mar) 
2019-20 

Contract Total 
Allan Reuter Centre 0 $8,290 $14,508 $22,798 
Engineering $59,305 $118,610 $207,568 $326,178 
Facilities (City Hall/Historic City 
Hall) 

$10,285 $20,570 $35,998 $56,568 

Facilities (Leased Buildings) $3,856 $7,712 $13,496 $21,208 
Parks Rec & Culture $75,374 $150,748 $263,809 $414,557 
Pre-Tax $148,820 $305,930 $535,379 $841,309 
HST $19,347 $39,771 $69,599 $109,370 
Tax Included $168,167 $345,701 $604,978 $950,679 

 
In addition to the funds identified above, the City does spend and charge back to the Region for snow 
clearing of Regional roads, but not sidewalks on Regional roads. The annual dollar amounts billed to 
the Region over the last 3 years are as follows: 
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 Charged to the Region of Waterloo for Road Maintenance 
Year Charge 

2018 $1,004,862 
2017 $871,638 
2016 $909,432 

 
These amounts are all less than the maximum permitted under the agreements ($1,043,000 in 2005, 
and increasing each year since). There is an advantage to keeping costs below the maximum as any 
costs over the maximum, up to 5% of the maximum, are not billable. The cost of each salt run and plow 
run is allocated to the Region based on the ratio of regional roads to city roads in that particular route.  
However, the allocation does not take into account the high priority roads in each route, which get 
more attention, and tend to be Regional roads. Anti-icing costs are considered minor and are not 
allocated to the Region. The standby costs paid to ensure staff respond quickly on weekends and 
between shifts are not allocated to the Region even though salting (or anti-icing) of Regional roads is 
the most urgent task they undertake when called in. 
 
To gain an understanding of how Cambridge’s expenses compare to those of other cities, we have 
examined the Financial Information Returns (FIRs) filed by a number of Ontario cities with the 
province.  While the data is not perfect, it is the best available and gives a reasonable idea of costs.  
Guelph’s costs for winter maintenance are thought to be lower than shown as the City is reported to 
include all road maintenance costs during the winter period to winter road maintenance.  In order to 
adjust for the size of the municipalities, we have compared the cost per lane km or roads maintained.  
The table below gives the results of this analysis. 

 Annual Cost of Winter Maintenance Per Lane Km: 2015-2018 
(excluding sidewalks and parking lots) 

  2015 2016 2017 2018 
Cambridge $1,996 $1,906 $1,705 $1,869 
Waterloo $2,484 $2,275 $2,296 $2,514 
Kitchener $3,271 $1,896 $2,850 $2,913 
Region of Waterloo $3,953 $4,322 $4,089 $4,729 
Ajax $1,951 $1,839 $1,988 $2,129 
Whitby $2,049 $1,772 $1,980 $2,026 
St. Catharines $2,502 $1,975 $2,099 $2,429 
Guelph* $3,410 $3,612 $2,939 $3,500 
Kingston $3,842 $3,796 $3,770 $4,783 
Milton $4,771 $4,747 $3,905 $4,327 

• Guelph’s costs are overstated to some extent as all road maintenance activities in winter months 
are reported as winter road maintenance. 

 
The 2018 data for the comparator municipalities is shown as a chart below. 
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 2018 Winter Control Expenditures per Lane Km 
FIR data, Excludes Sidewalks and Parking lots. 

 
 
Cambridge is among the lowest cost providers each year, and is the lowest cost provider in the most 
recent year. It should be noted that the Region of Waterloo has major roads that require the highest 
level of service, so it is not surprising its costs are higher than those of Cambridge and other two-tier 
cities. Some cities, such as Kingston, do both the arterials and the residential streets, which increases 
their cost per km.  Nonetheless, it is clear that Cambridge’s costs are relatively low and have declined 
over the last four years, which suggests the scope for further reductions is limited, and Cambridge is 
either very efficient, or the service levels could be improved. 
 
The data for sidewalks is more difficult, as most cities report sidewalks and parking lots together.  
Some maintain all their sidewalks, and some very few. It is therefore not possible to provide 
comparative figures using the FIR data.  Cambridge is a participatory member of the AECOM 
Transportation Benchmarking Initiative which includes road and sidewalk costs. This will help 
Cambridge benchmark KPIs against other municipalities in the future. 
 
The Budget Engagement Survey Results reported to the Budget and Audit Committee in September 
this year found that Winter Road Maintenance was highly valued by respondents but rated poorly for 
satisfaction.  The survey analysis indicates it is an area where improvements or further investment by 
the City would have the greatest impact to residents. 
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External Winter Operations Agreements 

The City of Cambridge maintains two agreements with external organizations related to road and 
sidewalk winter operations, including cost recovery. These are summarized below. 
 
Regional Roads and Transit Stops 
 
The City of Cambridge clears designated Regional roads on behalf of the Region.  The agreement 
provides that the City can charge its actual costs, plus 7% to cover overhead costs. Under the 
agreement, the City must meet the Minimum Maintenance Standards (MMS) set by the province.  
 
There have been a number of committees related to winter operations at the Regional level that the 
City of Cambridge participates in.  

• The Road Salt Advisory Committee (RSAC) was formed in 2002 and includes members from the 
Region and lower tier area municipalities as well as consultants. The RSAC was established in 
response to elevated chloride levels found in some supply wells; a situation that is becoming 
progressively worse since that time. The Committee contributed best practices to the 
development of the Region’s Salt Management Plan. The Region is considered to be a leading 
municipality in salt management in Canada1.  The Region is currently conducting a further 
review of salt management practices, which is expected to report back shortly. 

• Automated Vehicle Location (AVL) Committee – In 2002, the Region of Waterloo and the cities 
of Kitchener, Waterloo and Cambridge started using an AVL system based on GPS technology. 
This process has resulted in the City of Cambridge (and others) adopting AVL systems and using 
them to manage and record salt use in the winter.  The development of consistent systems to 
control and monitor salt usage is part of the current regional salt review. 

• Area Maintenance Agreement Committee – This committee meets periodically to update the 
agreement between the Region and the Cities concerning maintenance of Regional roads. 
 

Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) 
 
The BIAs represent the 3 commercial cores of the former (pre 1973 amalgamation) towns of Galt, 
Preston and Hespeler. The BIAs are responsible for the clearing of sidewalks, like many other property 
owners.  The City is responsible for road plowing and for snow removal which is conducted in the three 
BIA areas after a snowfall results in windrows higher than 45 cm. Snow removal is generally conducted 
at night; the night shift can remove snow from these areas in three days. 
 
The City also operates an Ambassador Program for the 3 commercial cores to provide maintenance, 
beautification, cleanup, and ambassador services. 

 
 
 
1 Transportation Association of Canada, “Synthesis of Best Practices Road Salt Management”:2015 p.5. 
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Calls for Service 

The following table summarizes total annual Service Cambridge calls related to winter maintenance 
operations by type of activity over the last three years. 

 Service Cambridge Calls for Service 
Type of Complaint Year 

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 
 Number of Complaints 
Road Conditions / Snow Plowing 645 466 506 
Sidewalk Conditions 303 186 197 
Sandbox Filling 26 24 29 
Damage caused by snowplow 56 17 13 
Drainage / Catch basin Clearance 2 1 20 
Parking Lot Conditions 7 3 1 
 
TOTAL COMPLAINTS 1,039 697 766 

 
Compared to the winter of 2016/17, the total number of complaints was noticeably lower over the last 
two years; although there was an increase in 2018/19 related to both roads and sidewalks.  
 
The largest number of complaints related to road conditions /snow plowing, which accounted for 2/3 
of the total complaints in the last 2 years and slightly less (62%) in 2016/17. This type of complaint also 
contributed the most to the overall increase between 2017/18 and 2018/19. Complaints related to 
sidewalk conditions also declined sharply in 2017/18 compared to the previous winter. This 
corresponds with the decision by Parks to conduct the work in-house with their own staff. 
 
Complaints regarding damage caused by snowplows declined significantly over the last three years, 
notwithstanding that this type accounted for a relatively small number of 311 calls. On the other hand, 
complaints about blocked drainage or catch basins increased sharply in 2018/19. 
 
There were relatively few repeat Service Cambridge calls from the same address over the three years. 
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4. Regulations and Policies 

Ontario Minimum Maintenance Standards and City of Cambridge 2009 Levels of Service for 
Road Maintenance. 

The Province of Ontario’s Minimum Maintenance Standards (MMS)2 for Municipal Highways were 
incorporated into the Municipal Act in 2001 in response to area municipalities’ requests for relief from 
onerous court decisions on claims for damages. Regulation 239/02 specifies minimum standards for 
winter road maintenance by class of road that must be met to avoid (or at least reduce) liability for 
claims related to road and sidewalk maintenance. 
 
The MMS are non-prescriptive with regards to the methods and resources to be used in complying 
with the standards, but instead describe a desired outcome and a required timeframe. Although 
compliance is voluntary, the MMS has become a norm used by the courts to assess the compliance of 
municipal road maintenance services. It is important, therefore, that a municipality maintain complete 
and accurate documentation or record keeping proving that the standards have been met. 
 
In May 2018, the MMS regulation was amended by the Ontario Regulation 366/18 by including three 
significant additions related to:  

1) declaring significant weather events; 
2) sidewalk maintenance, and;  
3) bicycle lanes maintenance. 

 
The City of Cambridge Council approved the 2009 Levels of Service for Road Maintenance Operations 
in September 2008. 
 
This section describes the MMS for winter road operations and compares the standards with the City’s 
Levels of Service. 
  

 
 
 
2 The 2018 amendments removed the term minimum except for the title and section 2.1 of the regulation. The regulation 

now refers to the standard. 
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Classification of Highways (Roadways) 

The following table contains the classification of highways as currently defined in the regulations. 

 Road Classifications per MMS 
Average Daily 
Traffic (# motor 
vehicles) 

Speed Limit: Km/Hr 
91-
100 

81-
90 

71-
80 

61-
70 

51-
60 

41-
50 

1-40 

53,000 or more 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
23,000 - 52,999 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
15,000 - 22,999 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 
12,000 - 14,999 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 
10,000 - 11,999 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 
8,000 - 9,999 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 
6,000 - 7,999 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 
5,000 - 5,999 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 
4,000 - 4,999 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 
3,000 - 3,999 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 
2,000 - 2,999 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 
1,000 - 1,999 1 3 3 3 4 5 5 
500 - 999 1 3 4 4 4 5 5 
200 - 499 1 3 4 4 5 5 6 
50 - 199 1 3 4 5 5 6 6 
0 - 49 1 3 6 6 6 6 6 

 
A short section of Blair Road is the only Class 1 road maintained by the City. 
 
The road classification in the City of Cambridge’s 2009 Levels of Service is based on the MMS 
classification system before it was changed in 2018, and it has not been updated to reflect the current 
MMS requirements.  The main differences relate to very high-volume roads which are now category 1 
or 2 regardless of the speed, and the reduction of some very low volume, low speed roads to category 
6.  Requirements for sidewalk maintenance have also been added. 

Snow Accumulation 

The MMS for road snow removal remained unchanged from the 2018 amendments. 

 Snow Removal Roadways: MMS  
Class of Highway Snow Depth Time Roadway Width 
1 2.5 cm 4 hrs After snow accumulation ends, provide a 

minimum lane width with the lesser of 3 
m for each lane or the actual lane width 

2 5.0 cm 6 hrs 
3 8.0 cm 12 hrs 
4 8.0 cm 16 hrs On Class 4 or 5 highways with 2 lanes, 

provide a total width of at least 5 m.   5 10.0 cm 24 hrs 
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Snow removal includes road plowing and salting, and/or applying abrasive materials or chemical or 
organic agents. The same activities are also included for sidewalks. The MMS provide that when the 
depth of snow accumulation is less than or equal to the depths shown in the above table, the roadway 
is deemed to be in a state of repair with respect to snow accumulation. 
  
The City of Cambridge has adopted the MMS requirements in its 2009 Levels of Service for Roads 
Maintenance Operations.  
 
In practice, the salt routes tend to cover the class 2 and 3 roadways. They are plowed and/or salted 
(depending upon the rate of snowfall and the expected duration) continuously during major snowfalls, 
and this continues until a complete pass is made after the snowfall ends.  The high priority roads within 
the salt routes tend to be the class 2 roads, and they are generally completed within 3-4 hours of the 
cessation of snowfall.  The class 3 and 4 roads would tend to be the lower priority roads on the salt 
routes and would generally be completed within 6-8 hours of the cessation of snowfall. The residential 
roads (generally class 5) are covered by the plow routes. The plow routes are generally activated once 
there is 8 cm or more of snow on the ground and they are generally completed within one shift.  
Depending upon when the snowfall occurs, this could be within 8-9 hours of the cessation of snowfall, 
or, if the snowfall is in the evening, could take up to 16 hours; still within the 24 hours permitted. 
 

 Snow Removal - Bicycle Lanes3 
Class of Highway or 
Adjacent Highway 

Snow Depth Time Bicycle Lane Width 

1 2.5 cm 8 hrs To provide a minimum bicycle 
lane width of the lesser of 1 m 
or the actual bicycle lane width. 

2 5.0 cm 12 hrs 
3 8.0 cm 24 hrs 
4 8.0 cm 24 hrs 
5 10.0 cm 24 hrs 

 
The MMS service levels for bicycle lanes are generally lower than those for the same type of roadway.  
As is the case for roadways, the MMS provide that when the depth of snow accumulation is less than 
or equal to the depths shown in the above table, the bicycle lane is deemed to be in a state of repair 
with respect to snow accumulation. 
 
The City’s 2009 Levels of Service do not include the MMS for snow removal on bicycle lanes but does 
contain a general policy to “clear lanes officially designated as cycling routes” …”as time permits 
between storms”.  In practice, all bicycle lanes in Cambridge are part of the roadway, and therefore are 
cleared as the roadway is cleared, except in circumstances where the bicycle lane is adjacent to a 

 
 
 
3 Bicycle lanes are defined as a portion of a roadway that has been designated by pavement markings, signage, or a 

physical/marked buffer for the preferential or exclusive use of cyclists, 
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sidewalk at the curb.  In these cases, the roadway is plowed into the bicycle lane (rather than the 
sidewalk), and if the sidewalk is plowed by the City, it may also be plowed onto the bicycle lane.  The 
only way to alleviate this situation would be to conduct snow removal to the road, sidewalk and bicycle 
lane so that all can be cleared.  Conducting the snow removal within the 24 hours allowed by the MMS 
(or the even shorter period for class 2 streets) would pull resources away from other activities at 
critical times.  The alternative would be to designate the bicycle lanes in these circumstances as 
seasonal bicycle lanes, closed in the winter; an approach that would make sense on any streets where 
there is not significant bicycle traffic in the winter. 

Snow Removal on Sidewalks 

The MMS for addressing snow accumulation on a sidewalk after the snow accumulation has ended are: 
(1) to reduce the snow to a depth less than or equal to 8 cm within 48 hrs, and; (2) to provide a 
minimum sidewalk width of 1 m. If the depth of snow accumulation exceeds 8 cm while the snow 
continues, the sidewalk is deemed to be in a state of repair until 48 hours after the snow ends. 
 
Encroachment areas near sidewalks (e.g. signs, patios, etc. that infringe on the road right of way) are 
now also to be inspected at the same time as sidewalks; if the encroachment constitutes a significant 
hazard to pedestrians, the hazard is to be addressed within 28 days. 
 
Rather than taking responsibility for sidewalk clearance itself, Cambridge By-law 168-08 requires every 
owner or occupant of a building or premises adjoining a roadway, to remove all snow and ice from 
sidewalks in front of, alongside of, and at the rear within 36 hours after the end of a snowfall. If the 
owner or occupant fails to do so, the City will remove the snow or ice at the expense of the building’s 
owner.   
 
Note the By-law requirements are inconsistent with the service standards.  The By-law requires owners 
to remove snow from sidewalks beside or behind their properties, but the service standards indicate 
the City will do so.  In practice, the City rarely enforces the By-law and rarely removes snow and 
charges the costs to the property owner.  However, there are also relatively few Service Cambridge 
calls related to sidewalk conditions.  The City does not have any data indicating how well property 
owners maintain the sidewalks. 
 
Despite the By-law, the City of Cambridge’s 2009 Levels of Service indicate that the City will take 
responsibility for clearing sidewalks in certain circumstances. The City’s standards cover both snow 
removal and ice treatment.   
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 City of Cambridge Sidewalk Level of Service 
Class  Class Definition Service Level 
1 Designated Areas as defined 

by By-law 16808 
• Sidewalks in BIA areas 

(Galt, Preston and 
Hespeler) 

• Primary responsibility for snow and ice removal 
is with abutting property owner or occupant 

• Snow / ice removal within 36 hrs after cessation 
of snowfall (if non-compliant, City will clear the 
sidewalk with expenses charged to property tax 
roll) 

2 • Sidewalks in front of City 
property 

• Curb-faced sidewalks (< 
.25 m from curb face)  

• Back-lotted sidewalks 
• Sidewalks on Regional 

roads 
• Pedestrian walkways 

(street to street, or street 
to park) 

• Maintained by the City 
• Mobilization begins after 5 cm snow or when icy 

conditions exist 
• Cleared within 36 hrs of cessation of snowfall 

(generally during the day shift weekdays, or on 
weekends if required) 

• Only sidewalks that can be cleared by mechanical 
means 

• Secondary priority after roadways in major storm 
events. 

3 • School crossings 
• Steps on City owned 

walkways 
 

• Maintained by the City 
• Mobilization after 5 cm of snow accumulation or 

when icy conditions exist 
• Area to be cleaned is 3m x 9m for transit stops 

and minimum of 1.5 for school crossings 
including any sidewalk link for both 

• Cleared within 48 to 72 hrs for transit stops and 
school crossings 

• Highest priority are downtown cores for transit 
stops; after sidewalk clearing for steps 

• Salt/sand mix applied to icy conditions/freezing 
rain 

• Daily recording of clearing maintained for transit 
stops 

 
A recent audit of the sidewalks plowed identified about 10 km of sidewalks that meet the above 
criteria, but these sidewalks are not currently maintained. 

Ice Formation Prevention  

 
Once the municipality determines from its weather monitoring that there is a substantial probability of 
ice forming on the roadway, the following time schedule applies for road treatment.  Road treatment 
could be in the form of the spread of anti-icing liquids (brine, magnesium chloride, or other solution) or 
the spread of rock salt on the roadways. 
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 MMS Requirements for Anti-Icing 
Class of Highway Time 

1 6 hrs 
2 8 hrs 
3 16 hrs 
4 24 hrs 
5 24 hrs 

 
In practice, the City only conducts anti-icing operations in high risk locations; as noted earlier.  
Although the MMS appears to suggest even category 5 roads should receive anti-icing treatment, the 
24 hours provided to “deploy resources” to the lower-class roads tends to be longer than the amount 
of notice the City has that ice is likely to form. Rather than anti-icing class 5 roads before an ice event, 
it would be more appropriate to deal with them after the event, as noted below.  This leaves some risk 
that MMS would not protect the City from claims for accidents that occur after the City receives more 
than a 24-hour notice of expected icy conditions, but this is a very rare circumstance, and the cost, 
both financially and environmentally from additional wide use of salt, would not be justified. 
 
Once it has been determined that roads have become icy, the municipality must treat the road within 
the timeframes shown in the table below.  Treatment could be the spread of rock salt, sand, salt/sand 
mixtures or anti-icing liquids. 

 MMS Requirements for Treatment of Icy Roadways 
Class of Highway Time 

1 3 hrs 
2 4 hrs 
3 8 hrs 
4 12 hrs 
5 16 hrs 

 
The City of Cambridge has adopted the MMS requirements in its 2009 Levels of Service for Roads 
Maintenance Operations with respect to the treatment of icy roadways.  In practice, icy roadways are 
only dealt with if they are on the salt routes (largely category 2 and 3 roads).  They are treated by 
spreading salt that is pre-wetted using a magnesium chloride solution.  The high priority roads 
generally (Class 2) are generally completed within a 2-3 hour period, and the second priority roads 
(generally Class 3) are completed within 4-5 hours.  The City does not have an approach to treating the 
residential streets in icy conditions unless they have hills or significant curves.  In the rare event that icy 
conditions are expected to continue, the salt trucks could be deployed to the residential streets; 
however, they should use sand rather than salt due to the ground water issues.   

Ice Formation on Sidewalks and Icy Sidewalks 

The MMS for the prevention of ice on sidewalks are: (1) to monitor the weather in accordance with 
Section 3.1 of the MMS in the 24-hour period preceding an alleged formation of ice on a sidewalk, and 
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(2) treat the sidewalk, if practicable, to prevent ice formation, or to improve traction, within 48 hours if 
the municipality determines that there is a substantial probability of ice forming on a sidewalk.   
 
The City’s Levels of Service for Sidewalk Winter Operations, including ice conditions, are described in 
Table 10 above. There is no requirement that property owners take steps to prevent ice formation on 
sidewalks they maintain.  On City maintained sidewalks, the City does distribute salt if sidewalks do 
become icy. 

Patrolling and Weather Monitoring  

Patrolling consists of observing roadway conditions either by driving on, or by electronically 
monitoring. 
 
From October 1 to April 30, the standard set in the MMS is to monitor the current weather, and 
forecast weather, over the next 24 hours; once every shift or 3 times each day, whichever is more 
frequent. If it is determined that the weather monitoring indicates that there is a substantial 
probability of snow accumulation or ice formation, the patrolling standard is that the municipality 
selects a series of roads as representative of its roadways at intervals deemed necessary. This standard 
is also included in Cambridge’s Levels of Service. 
 
Monitoring and patrolling are also relevant in determining the depth of snow accumulation on 
roadways by performing actual measurements, monitoring the weather and/or performing visual 
estimates. 
 
For sidewalks, if the municipality determines that there is a substantial probability of snow 
accumulation exceeding 8 cm, the standard is to patrol sidewalks that the municipality selects as 
representative at intervals deemed necessary. Patrolling a sidewalk consists of visual observation by 
driving on the adjacent roadway, walking, or electronic monitoring.  
 
The basic patrol requirement is met by the two staff on the day shift dedicated to patrol activities.  In 
addition, the lead hands will report road conditions as they find them and check the weather forecasts 
at least three times per day.  Parks currently conducts its own sidewalk patrols to determine sidewalk 
conditions.   

Significant Weather Events 

When a ‘Significant Weather Event’ is declared and severe weather is approaching or occurring, a 
municipality can suspend its MMS requirements, allowing supervisory staff to effectively plan 
resources in anticipation of and/or during the Significant Event. During the severe weather event, the 
standard for addressing winter maintenance is to “monitor the weather in accordance with Section 3.1 
and to deploy resources to address the significant event “starting from the time that the municipality 
deems appropriate to do so.” Once the significant weather event is declared by the municipality to 
have concluded, the municipality then pursues the regular standards of maintenance.  
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A municipality determines if a significant event is approaching on its own and, in its judgement, poses a 
significant danger to users of the roadways. 
 
According to the MMS, when the beginning or end of a Significant Event is declared by the 
municipality, the municipality shall notify the public by posting a notice on the city’s website and social 
media platform, sending a press release to the media including the Internet, and notifying the police 
service or other appropriate notification methods. 

Winter Parking 

Overnight parking is prohibited on any City street from January until March 15th. The prohibition is in 
effect from 2:30 am to 6:00 am.  However, the By-law is of little assistance to winter operations.  There 
is only one contract parking enforcement officer on duty at night.  This enforcement is not 
supplemented either by additional contract officers (there seems to be a desire to phase out the 
contract enforcement) or with city By-law Enforcement Officers (to maintain the distinction between 
in-house and contracted work).  It should also be noted that most plowing of residential streets occurs 
in the daytime, not at night. 
 
However, parking is prohibited at any time of a 24-hour day when the City declares a snow event and 
posts this declaration on the City website. Residents may also register for email notifications. A snow 
event may be declared by the City under By-law 187-06 during any period of time when winter 
weather is forecast by Environment Canada which will require extensive snow removal, snow plowing 
or salting operations.   
 
Not all snowfalls that result in plowing are declared snow events. There are some issues with the 
declaration of snow events, particularly the need to co-ordinate with other departments and with 
other cities.  There is concern that declaring events at the same time as Kitchener declares events will 
reduce the likelihood of confusion in the press and with the public; however, conditions may also be 
different in Kitchener than they are in Cambridge. 
 
The following table summarizes the number of snow events declared by the City by month between 
2016 and 2019. 

 Significant Snow Events1: 2016-2019 
Month 2016 2017 2018 2019 
     
November   1  
December 2 12   
January  1 23 25 
February   24 26 
March  1   
 
Notes: 1. An event includes both declarations of start and end of snowstorms. 

2. Winter Storm Advisory was posted on December 20. 
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Month 2016 2017 2018 2019 
3. Winter Storm Advisory was posted on January 10. 
4. 2 Winter Storm Advisories were posted on February 1 and 10.  
5. 2 Winter Storm Advisories were posted on January 15 and 24. 
6. Winter Storm Advisory was posted February 11. One declared snow 

event started on February 11 and lasted until February 14. There was 
also a freezing rain warning issued on February 6. 

Source: City of Cambridge Snow Event Declarations 
https://www.cambridge.ca/Modules/News/search.aspx?feedId=58b57c83-0659-4a27-9206-f104d4679fbe 
 
However, snowplow operators still identify parked cars as the biggest problem they face. 
Many cars remain parked on the streets during plowing operations, resulting in streets that cannot be 
plowed (plow with wing won’t fit between cars) and the need to “clean up” many streets on a 
subsequent plow run, when windrows have been left around parked cars.   
 
Enhanced enforcement of the parking ban during declared snow events would assist greatly. 

5. Climate Trends 
Climate change and global warming have become a reality in Canada with less predictable and more 
volatile temperature patterns and precipitation levels changing the characteristics of precipitation 
(snowfall and ice formation during winter months) with regards to severity, duration, timing and 
frequency. The extreme variability of winter weather year over year can have a major impact on 
operations and budgets. 
 

 Snowfall in cm Last 18 years 
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Source: Kitchener-Waterloo Weather Stats from Environment and Climate Change Canada  
https://kitchenerwaterloo.weatherstats.ca/ 
 
There appears to be a gradual reduction in the amount of snow; however, some recent years have 
seen more snowfall than was received in some years in the early 2000’s. 
 
The following chart shows the total amount of snow fall in Kitchener-Waterloo by month for each of 
the winter periods (November to April) between 2000 and 2019, as winter control has to respond to 
events, not to winter averages.  
 

 Snowfall by Month Last 18 Years 

 
Source: Kitchener-Waterloo Weather Stats from Environment and Climate Change Canada  
https://kitchenerwaterloo.weatherstats.ca/ 
 
The chart shows the winter of 2016/7 had as bad a month as the City has seen in many years, although 
most months have been more manageable. 
 
Ontario’s Ministry of Transportation publishes a Winter Severity Index (range from 0 to 100) to 
measure how challenging the winter season has been with respect to the amount and type of 
precipitation (snow, freezing rain, blowing snow etc.).  The data is collected from the Ministry’s Road 
Weather Information System and the Environment and Climate Change Canada’s weather stations. The 
Index is not available for the Kitchener-Waterloo area, but the following chart shows the trends in the 
Index since 2012/13 for selected areas in Southern Ontario. 
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 Weather Severity Index  

 
 
The table suggests most cities have seen some ups and downs, but no clear trend, although London 
does show a downtrend over the seven years. 
 
The actual number of winter events Cambridge has had to handle has been remarkably stable over the 
last three years, as has the snowfall reported by the Roads Department; although it should be noted 
the snowfall reported is not the same as that reported by Environment Canada. 
 

 Winter Events in Cambridge 
 
Event 

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 

Minor 18 24 26 
Full Plows 10 11 10 
Freezing Rain  4  5  5 
Anti-Ice  5  5  3 
Floods / Ice Jams  3   1 
TOTAL 40 45 45 
TOTAL SNOWFALL 
(cm) 

125 120 121 

 
 
In summary, there will be some impacts from global warming over time, and that is likely to lead to 
reduced snow levels over time, but it would not appear to remove the need to be able to respond to 
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significant snow storm events that can be expected to continue in the future.  It is also likely that the 
frequency of temperature fluctuations from above freezing to below freezing will grow over time, 
requiring more anti-icing activity and more “minor” responses (basically salt runs). The impact of 
flooding has been growing across Ontario in recent years, and there may be the potential for additional 
ice jams. 
 
Winter control planning should continue to expect 20-25 “minor” snow events, 10 annual plow runs, 
and 10 responses to freezing rain or requirements for anti-icing.  This corresponds with about 40 
events that require the salt trucks to deploy.  As well, the sidewalk units may deploy more frequently 
as they respond to events of daytime melting and overnight freezing on sidewalks. 
 

6. Future Directions 
This section considers the various elements of the winter control program, and options for 
improvement in the future. 

Service Level Recommendations 

All of the comparator municipalities stated that they meet all of the Minimum Maintenance Standards 
for Prevention of Icy Conditions, Snow Accumulation and Treatment of Icy Conditions as discussed 
earlier, all of the time.  When conditions are critical a significant snow event can be declared under the 
MMS that will relax the time to address these conditions and remain in compliance with the MMS. 
However, all comparator interviewees did indicate that they provide a level of service higher than that 
required by MMS.  Several municipalities organized their level of service as primary routes, secondary 
routes and residential routes, in order to tailor the service delivery to the standards.  The Town of 
Milton has an easily understood summary of its service level as follows. 

 Town of Milton Service Level. 

 
Milton uses 36 lane km routes on average.  Ajax uses 8 to 12 hour plow routes for residential areas that 
average 45 lane km, and Guelph uses 40 lane km for a 12-hour route.  
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Service levels for roadways in Cambridge are also consistent with the provincial MMS and with the 
approaches taken in other municipalities.  Cambridge exceeds the MMS standards.  Salt trucks will 
clear all category 2 roads continuously through a storm and within 2-3 hours after the cessation of 
precipitation, where the MMS allows 6 hours after snow reaches 5 cm.  The class 3 and 4 roads 
(collectors) are all served during extended events and within 4-6 hours of the end of precipitation, 
where MMS gives 12 or 16 hours.  There is no need to adopt higher standards to reflect the actual 
service levels, but there is some opportunity to reduce service levels if required, without violating the 
MMS.  The most recent standards adopted by the City, the 2009 Levels of Service for Roads 
Maintenance Operations were adopted before the recent changers to the MMS and should be updated 
where the MMS has changed. 

Recommendation 1) The “Levels of Service for Roads Maintenance Operations” should be updated to 
reflect the current MMS. 

Service levels for sidewalks are a more complex issue.  Most other cities employ an approach that is at 
least similar to that of Cambridge.  All the cities investigated maintain sidewalks in front of municipal 
properties, and at least part of their trail network. Only Guelph and Ajax maintain all sidewalks 
throughout the city.  Kitchener, Milton and Whitby also clear sidewalks in their downtown cores 
(Cambridge does not) and Milton clears sidewalks in all commercial areas. Like Cambridge, Kitchener 
and Kingston maintain some sidewalks in residential areas, depending upon the circumstances. 
 
In the long run, with increased emphasis on active transportation (why would we maintain bicycle 
lanes in the winter and not sidewalks?) and with more aged people remaining in their homes, there 
will be increased pressure on municipalities to maintain more sidewalks. However, the experience in 
Kitchener is interesting.  It has tried a variety of approaches to improve sidewalk maintenance, 
including funding snow blowers for groups of homeowners, and improving enforcement of the By-law 
requiring property owners to maintain sidewalks adjacent to their properties; as well to include a more 
rapid and organized municipal response when property owners do not respond within the time given, 
with costs charged to the property owner. The most interesting finding is that people will react 
negatively to any change.  They object if the city clears the sidewalk (not a good enough job and 
damage to lawns), if the city stops clearing sidewalks (you mean I have to do it myself now?), if the City 
enforces the By-law (harassment) or gives money to support property owner action (waste of money, 
unfair).  This finding does not encourage rapid change. 
 
However, the By-law currently allows the property owner 36 hours to clear the sidewalk adjacent to 
their property.  For someone using a sidewalk regularly, to go to school, to go to a bus stop or a store, 
36 hours is a long time to walk over messy sidewalks, especially when the road beside it has been 
cleared within a few hours.  This is part of the reason the City of Cambridge has adopted a number of 
categories where it will maintain sidewalks, particularly the sidewalks on regional roads where the 
roads are cleared quickly, and the dangers of walking on the road are highest.  A couple of other cities 
clear sidewalks that abut the rear of homes, or the side lot of homes. There does seem to be some 
recognition of the amount of effort that can be required of homeowners to maintain sidewalks; 
especially recognizing the impact on the elderly or those that are mobility challenged. Cambridge 
maintains sidewalks for about $2,000 per km, about the same cost per km as sidewalk maintenance in 
Guelph. This is about $30 per household (assuming 15 m frontage).  Many households would be happy 
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to pay $30 to avoid the need to clear their sidewalks – although maybe not if it was through an 
increase in property taxes. 
 
There are about 10 km of sidewalks that meet the current criteria and should be maintained by the City 
according to its current policy.  This was identified by the recent audit and is illustrated in Appendix 1.  
Many of these are sidewalks along Regional roads, where traffic volumes can be significant, such as 
Hespeler Road and Maple Grove Road. Some others are residential streets where the sidewalk is less 
than 25 cm from the roadway.  Maintaining these walkways would cost about $20,000 (based on 
$2,000 per km).   

Recommendation 2) That the City maintain all sidewalks that meet the current policy, consistent with 
the recent audit, adding about 10 km to the plow routes.  

The MMS does require treatment of sidewalks within 48 hours of the formation of icy conditions. The 
City By-law does not require property owners to treat icy conditions, but the City does spread salt on 
the sidewalks it maintains if freeze-thaw conditions create ice as snow banks along the sidewalk melt 
and then freeze; although in many cases the ice would be gone within 48 hours. The City could reduce 
costs if it reduced the frequency with which it salts sidewalks, only responding when weather 
conditions indicate ice will stay for 48 hours. However, this change would be noticeable to users.  
Alternatively, the City could require property owners to clear their sidewalks within 24 hours of the 
end of the snowfall, rather than the current 36 hours, and treat icy conditions within 48 hours (if they 
last that long). 

Recommendation 3) Amend By-law 168-08 to be consistent with the current policy concerning which 
sidewalks property owners must clear, to require the clearance within 24 hours of 
the end of a snowfall, and to require treatment of icy conditions within 48 hours. 

Recommendation 4) Stop salting sidewalks when melt/freeze conditions result in icy conditions, unless 
weather forecasts indicate the icy conditions may remain for 48 hours. 

Bicycle lanes are generally maintained in a manner consistent with the MMS requirements, except in 
areas where the bicycle lane is beside a sidewalk that is close to the roadway.  In these cases, the 
roadway and sidewalk are plowed onto the bicycle lane.  Lifting the snow from the bicycle lane within 
the time frames allowed by the MMS (a maximum of 24 hours) is not practical and is not conducted.  
The BIA areas are the highest priority for snow lifting. Council has directed the development of a 
Minimum Winter Network of bicycle lanes, recognizing that volumes decline in the winter. Such a 
network should be developed, excluding those hard to maintain sections, unless bicycle volumes 
warrant designation as part of the Minimum Winter Network. 

Recommendation 5) Designate bicycle lanes adjacent to sidewalks near curbs as seasonal bicycle 
lanes, except where measured bicycle volumes warrant high priority snow lifting. 

Routing 

The current salt routes include a mix of Regional and city roads, and a mix of arterials, collectors, bus 
routes and residential streets that happen to be on a hill or a curve.  Each route has about 75 km (more 
or less depending upon the nature of the roads) and can be covered in about 4 hours.  Operators 
indicate they do the high priority roads (generally the Regional/arterial roads) first, and the smaller 
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roads later.  However, the MMS indicates that arterials should be addressed within 6 hours and class 3 
and 4 roads, generally collectors, in 12 or 16 hours – both substantially longer than the 4 hours taken 
to cover the current routes.   
 
The higher level of service is certainly enjoyed by residents; however, it exceeds the requirements.  The 
number of routes could be reduced if there were two types of routes, Priority 1 routes that could be 
designed to achieve completion within 4 hours, keeping the level of service for arterials close to the 
current, and Priority 2 routes that would be designed to be completed in 8 hours, covering the 
collectors, hills and curves.  This would likely require four priority 1 routes, each with about 60 lane km 
of roads, and 5 Priority 2 routes, each with about 100 lane km of road.  This approach would reduce 
staffing requirements by two operators (one on each shift) or about $40,000.   Some of the benefit 
may accrue to the Region, although most of the savings would relate to servicing City streets. 

Recommendation 6) Revise the salt routes to create Priority 1 routes covering arterials and other 
major roads designed to complete their routes in 4 hours in most circumstances, 
and Priority 2 routes covering the collectors, hills and sharp corners and designed 
to be completed in 8 hours in most circumstances. 

The plow routes currently average 53.4 lane kms, but more than half the routes duplicate the salt 
routes, which are handled by combination units that can plow as they salt.  It should be recognized 
that the plows do assist with the echelon plowing of major roads with four or more travelled lanes; 
however, certainly on the two-lane collector streets the plowing by combo units is sufficient.  The 
residential streets do require plows to travel slower, particularly where sidewalks are adjacent to the 
roadway, and the plows must pay more attention to clearing intersections and approaching the curbs.  
With an allowance for some time participating in the echelon runs, they should still be able to handle 
routes that approach 40 lane km, exclusive of the routes assigned to the salt trucks.  With 1230 lane 
kms in total, 745 of which is assigned to salt trucks, the remaining 486 lane km should not require more 
than 17 plow routes, each covering about 30 lane km. This should keep the routes in the 6 to 8-hour 
range and minimize overtime requirements. This could reduce staffing requirements by about $30,000 
(recognizing the average route only costs about $5,000 in labour costs over the winter).  It would take 
further analysis to determine whether staffing could also be reduced, based on other requirements for 
the staff involved. 
 

Recommendation 7) Revise the plow routes to cover about 30 lane kms without duplication of roads 
assigned to salt trucks. 

The sidewalk routes vary widely from 7.1 km to 26 km.  In part this reflects the different types of 
equipment, with the articulated tractors able to plow faster and handle longer routes. In part it just 
reflects the differences in terrain (e.g. sidewalk width, obstructions) in some areas. Altering the 
equipment available by adding more articulated tractors may allow the additional km of sidewalk to be 
plowed without increasing the number of routes. 

Recommendation 8) Revise the sidewalk routes to accommodate the added sidewalks, and any 
changes in equipment that are approved.  
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Roads and Parks both currently inspect their respective facilities to determine whether deployment is 
required due to the conditions of the roads and sidewalks respectively. Both inspections are based on 
visual observations. It may be possible, at least in some circumstances, to have the Roads lead hands 
patrol both roads and sidewalks, recording their findings in the Burnside software to assist with claims 
processing. 

Recommendation 9) Consider the potential to have Roads lead hands inspect sidewalks as well as 
roads, and/or to have Parks staff use Burnside to record their findings. 

Staffing 

The other recommendations in this report may allow for adjustments in the level of staffing within 
Roads, but other factors, including the summer requirements and other work requirements, will 
influence the final decisions.  However, it will be possible to carry out the winter maintenance work 
required with the recommended adjustments in routes, and any changes in staffing that may result. 
 
It would, however, be useful from an operational point of view if the start time during the winter was 
moved to 6 am rather than 7am.  As noted, this was tried; it seems to have been appreciated by staff 
and worked from an operational point of view, but was abandoned because of the shift bonus 
required, $1.30 per hour for the entire shift.  In light of the widespread support it would be worth 
approaching the union to determine if a change in the requirement would be supported by staff and 
allow the earlier start to the shift.  For example, applying the bonus to the hour between 6 and 7 am 
would be a reasonable cost and offset by the improved productivity of working when the streets are 
less busy. 

Recommendation 10) Discuss with the union changing the shift bonus requirement related to a 6 am 
shift start. 

Recommendation 11) Ensure Parks has adequate staffing for the number of sidewalk routes created. 
This could be seasonal or permanent staff, depending upon other department 
requirements. 

Vehicles and Equipment 

The table below indicates the major pieces of equipment used in various cities. 

 Key equipment Used in Other Cities 
  Cambridge Kitchener Waterloo Guelph Milton Ajax 
Tandem Combo X X X X X X 
Single Combo X 

 
X X X X 

Single Plow Only X 
     

Tandem DLA 
     

X 
Loaders with Blade 

 
X X X X X 

Blowers X X X X 
  

Trackless X X X X X X 
Sidewalk Tractors X X 

  
X X 

Graders 
 

X 
 

X X 
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  Cambridge Kitchener Waterloo Guelph Milton Ajax 
Pickup with plows X X 

 
X 

  

Stake body with Plow 
  

X 
   

 
The most common piece of equipment across these fleets is a single axle combo (plow and salter) 
because it is more maneuverable in downtown areas and on residential streets.  All municipalities also 
use tandem combos where possible as they hold more salt. With regards to hopper, the Epoke style 
was common, allowing trucks to be used for other purposes in the summer.  However, Guelph has 
started purchasing a Viking line of Pro Roller which allows the hopper/DLA or dump to be switched in 
minutes.  This makes for a more versatile multi season vehicle. 
https://www.vikingcives.com/product/25. 
 
Cambridge is the only city that uses a significant number of single axle plow-only units.  While some of 
the single axle trucks can be used year-round, some essentially sit unused except for the plow runs.  
The rationale for using single axle vehicles is sound.  The plow runs are largely in residential areas with 
cul-de-sacs and tight areas, or in the older neighbourhoods.  Loaders or graders could be used instead 
as is done in Waterloo, but it would not likely reduce the cost unless there are alternative uses for the 
vehicles when not plowing.  The reduction in the number of routes addressed earlier will reduce the 
requirement for the plow trucks.  As they come up for replacement, consideration should be given to 
the purchase of the roll on/roll off type of truck with potential to serve as dump trucks, salt/sand 
trucks and anti-icing vehicles; to further reduce the total number of vehicles required and increase 
average annual kilometers. 
 
Some municipalities have moved to dedicated anti-icing trucks (DLAs).  The ability to carry a large 
volume of liquid for anti-icing can reduce the number of routes required, but given the infrequency of 
anti-icing runs it does not seem worthwhile for Cambridge, with a roll-on solution more attractive.  It 
would be possible to move towards more combos and away from the plow trucks, however that would 
likely expand the use of salt on residential roads when the over-all requirement is reduced salt use; 
and it would increase the cost of the vehicles. 
 
The municipalities that have a grader, a blower mounted on a loader, or a full-size blower, generally 
had only one of these machines in the fleet.  Most of this equipment was contracted or hired as 
required.  For instance, the blowers in use in Waterloo were all contracted and would be brought in to 
do things like snow removal on cul-de-sacs once the snow had accumulated to the point of impacting 
snow storage. Cambridge could use graders more frequently, for scraping off concentrations of ice on 
residential streets, or as part of snow removal crews.  However, it would be more economical to hire a 
grader when required; unless the hours of use built to the point an acquisition is appropriate. 
 
Ajax and Milton do have a single loader with a plow.  Guelph has one assigned to a particular route, 
and can use up to nine other loaders assigned to other departments if conditions require it.  Waterloo 
and Kitchener both use multiple loaders with plows in their fleet.  For instance, in Waterloo they have 
three loaders with plows; these are used in parking lots and, when done, they will start residential 
routes.  So, towards the end of the snow event after parking lots have been tackled, they will go to 
residential routes to assist the single axle plow trucks.  There are 14 internal plow truck routes and 3 
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loader plow routes. Cambridge could outfit one of their loaders with a blade and test it as a plow 
vehicle.  However, this would only add value to the extent there are loaders that are not in use during 
the winter. 
 
All municipalities have some Trackless sidewalk machines, and some did supplement them with small 
tractors, as Cambridge has.  Guelph, for instance, which does 650 kilometers of sidewalks, has a fleet of 
13 Trackless units.  The main concern with regard to Trackless was the capital cost.  Guelph does has 
few attachments to allow use during the summer, such as mowers, but does use them for leaf pick-up 
in the fall and sidewalk grinding in the summer.  This makes the Trackless a single season piece of 
equipment.  Ajax does use the Trackless units across all seasons and had purchased additional 
attachments; as has Cambridge.  Many municipalities are using small tractors with blades and salt 
hoppers for sidewalk maintenance, largely because of the lower capital cost, although the damage to 
lawns and the small capacity for carrying salt impact operations. We also note that the sidewalk routes 
handled by the tractors are less than half as long as those handled by the articulated tractors. In part, 
this relates to the narrow and challenging areas covered, but staff estimate the articulated tractors can 
handle at least 40% more than the inexpensive tractors, which saves not just on the cost of the 
machines, but also on the cost of the labour required to operate them. 
 
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) is common across all equipment, including contracted vehicles, but 
the use of cameras was not. The salt controllers have been evolving and new controllers are entering 
the field.  It is likely that the Region of Waterloo will identify a specific type of controller to recommend 
for use by its contractors (e.g. Cambridge) as part of its salt management plan. 
 

Recommendation 12) The City should expand its use of articulated tractors (like the Trackless) to the 
extent the vehicles can be used effectively in the summer. 

Recommendation 13) The City should test the use of graders and loaders with blades as an alternative 
to the plow trucks, renting equipment if required.  

Contracting 

The contracting of parking lot maintenance was centralized this year, putting all facilities from all 
departments together in one contract.  The intent was to gain economies of scale and attract larger, 
more efficient service delivery agents.  The actual result was a series of bids by groups of potential 
contractors that assembled to gain enough scale to handle the entire contract.  The low price was 
roughly the same as previous years for most facilities, but about twice the price of previous years for 
the Recreation and Parks facilities.  There are a number of possible reasons the process did not achieve 
a significant reduction in price as anticipated: 

• The contract was let too late in the year and some potential bidders may have already been 
committed. 

• The economies of scale may be lower in this industry, with smaller firms able to achieve lower 
costs than larger firms.   

• The consolidation of bids may have enticed prime bidders to mark-up sub-contractor costs, 
which might otherwise have been bid costs. 
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• The harmonization of service standards, (Parks parking lot plowing standard of 5 cm rather than 
6.5 cm previously at other sites, and sidewalks to be plowed with a 2.5 cm snowfall rather than 
the 5 cm standard previously used by Parks) may have increased expected costs for bidders. 

• The previous contractor for the Recreation and Parks facilities may have underbid themselves 
as the price was not reflective of actual costs. 

 
There is a fair bit of private work clearing parking lots, so the reduction in City contracts is not likely to 
reduce competition greatly; but it does restrict the range of contractors that can bid.  It is too late for 
this year, but it would appear useful to bid the Recreation and Parks properties separately next year, 
perhaps with an option for a price reduction if the selected contractor also received the contract for 
other properties.  Presumably the contract will also be tendered earlier in the year. 
 
The 5 cm requirement for parking lot clearance compares with the requirement for arterial roads.  
Collector roads only need to be cleared at 8 cm and residential streets at 10 cm. The 5 cm requirement 
may be appropriate for the City Hall complex, but it is excessive for most properties. Rather than 
specifying a single standard for all properties, the next contract should consider setting lower 
standards for most City properties. 
 
Consideration could also be given to maintaining some or all of the properties in-house.  An “in-house 
bid” could be submitted as part of the tender, provided the bid reflected to total true cost of providing 
the services in-house. 

Recommendation 14) That the parking lot contract be separated next year, inviting bids on two 
separate packages, one for Recreation and Parks, and one for other properties, 
with an option for a decrease if the same bidder wins both packages. 

Recommendation 15) That different snow clearing standards be applied to different types of City 
properties, with only the prime sites, such as the City Hall complex, staying at a 5 
cm requirement for parking lots, and other properties using an 8 cm standard. 

Recommendation 16) That consideration be given to submitting an in-house bid for some or all of the 
properties covered. 

Materials 

Like all other cities, Cambridge uses salt to achieve bare pavement conditions, and pre-wets the salt to 
maximize its effectiveness (reduces bounce, starts the processes, and reduces the volume required).  
Cambridge is somewhat unique in its exclusive use of magnesium chloride as a wetting agent, and for 
anti-icing distribution before anticipated freezing rain.  The magnesium chloride mixture is more 
expensive than brine (sodium chloride mixture) but works at colder temperatures than brine.  
Cambridge could reduce its material costs by using brine whenever temperatures permit (most of the 
time), but it would need to install brine tanks, presumably indoors, to ensure they did not freeze in 
extreme outdoor temperatures. 
 
Several other cities use brine as their main anti-icing agent, but add different concentrations of other 
elements (ProMelt, GeoMelt, Ice Melt, etc.) when the weather gets colder.  Cambridge should be able 
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to use brine or magnesium chloride depending upon weather conditions to get the same effect, at a 
lower cost. 

Recommendation 17) Consider installing brine tanks and using brine rather than magnesium chloride 
for anti-icing and pre-wetting salt whenever weather permits. 

Cambridge has found it difficult to track and account for its salt use effectively.  The massive write-off 
of salt last year inhibits effective planning and raises concerns about the effective control of the 
volumes of salt being applied to the roads.  A number of cities use different approaches to manage the 
salt inventory.  Some record the number of loader bucket-loads that are dispensed.  Some use scales 
on the front-end loader to weigh the salt that is put into salt trucks.  Some try to measure the amount 
of salt dispersed from the salt trucks to measure usage.  There are constraints to each system.  The 
controllers on the salt trucks are generally calibrated once a year and lose some accuracy as time goes 
on. The bucket loads are never really standard bucket loads, and the scales built into loader buckets 
are impacted by movement, by the angle the bucket is at – and of course by losing their calibration.  
Guelph has used the loader arm scales to measure salt use, and calibrates them regularly to maintain 
an error rate under 5% of weight. However, salt changes in weight depending upon the relative 
humidity and the moisture content of the salt and errors in the calibration of spreaders still make it 
difficult to reconcile salt inventory given purchases, amounts loaded in trucks and the amounts 
distributed on the streets. 
 
The only system that would seem to work would require installation of a scale near the salt dome, with 
an automated interface like those used on fuel pumps or at a landfill.  A system that would weigh the 
vehicle before and after, have an automated system to record the identity of the driver, the vehicle, 
the time and date.  If coupled with a camera to ensure all vehicles used the system, this system may 
reduce the salt inventory variance below 10% annually.  A less expensive alternative would be to 
increase the frequency of the calibration of the salt trucks, which may reduce the discrepancy, but not 
necessarily reduce it enough.  However, the scale approach would also resolve the issues for Parks.  
Currently they have been asked to use a small salt storage area at the Public Works yard in order to 
help account for the salt they use. However, they do not have a dedicated loader at the site, and their 
drivers seem reluctant to use the Roads loader that is at the main salt dome.  This makes loading salt 
into the Parks trucks a chore. 

Recommendation 18) Install a scale and automated tracking system near the salt dome in order to 
better control salt inventory. 

Recommendation 19) Return the Parks salt to the main salt dome and have Parks vehicles use the scale.  
If the scale is not installed and a separate Parks salt pile remains, inform Parks 
drivers they can use the Roads loader and train them appropriately. 

Given the difficult situation with the Regional water system aquifers being polluted by salt, the City will 
have to seriously address the use of salt on the roads.  The cost of salt went up 30% this year, which 
adds some extra pressure to limiting salt use. The Region is currently conducting a review of salt 
practices that is expected to recommend appropriate salt application rates, and the adoption of 
common equipment across the Region to control and monitor the application of salt.  Cambridge is 
seeking to improve its current controllers to ensure salt use; blade position and other key information 
can be transmitted by the AVL and monitored to ensure salt is being applied consistent with the 
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application rates established.  It is assumed Cambridge will adopt the new Regional standard in terms 
of this equipment.   
 
However, it should be noted that the City will not be able to continue to apply salt to achieve bare 
pavement for too long into the future.  While the results of the Regional study may delay more drastic 
action, Cambridge will have to move away from salt over the decades to come.  It would be good to 
begin to introduce more sand into the winter control program, to learn better how to use it, and to 
adjust public expectations over time. A suitable first step would be to use sand on the parts of 
residential roads that have traction issues (hills, corners).  It may be appropriate to develop one or 
more “salt routes” that can be converted to sand routes, likely the route covering rural roads.  The next 
step would be the use of sand on collector streets, which would be easier if the salt routes are divided 
between Priority 1 and Priority 2 routes as recommended. 
 
Sand has its disadvantages.  It can be covered in snow and ice and lose effectiveness.  It can make a 
mess in the spring.  It generally requires application at higher rates and more frequently than salt. 
However, in an area that relies on ground water for drinking water, serious reductions in salt use will 
be required. Edmonton is an interesting example where there has been very little salt use. The City has 
recently been experimenting with the use of salt on its freeways, with considerable public opposition.  
It uses sand almost exclusively on arterials and collectors.  Public perceptions vary, of course, and in 
Cambridge a switch to more use of sand will raise some complaints.  That is why we suggest a gradual 
introduction of sand now to build public acceptance and understanding. 

Recommendation 20) Gradually introduce routine use of sand rather than salt beginning with the lower 
volume roads – residentials with hills or curves, and then collector and rural 
roads. 

Parking 

Winter parking is a significant impediment to the ability to clear streets in a timely manner.  On street 
parking creates obstacles that can limit the ability of a plow truck and operator to maneuver safely 
along a street. This can lead to the street within a route having to be abandoned and the operator 
returning to clear at a later time; sometimes resulting in complaints that a street was missed. The Table 
below charts the approach taken in the five comparator cities.  Enforcement of winter parking is a 
contentious issue.  In addition, at least two of the comparators reported difficulty in receiving 
adequate support from By-law enforcement services to address issues. 

 Municipal Approaches to Winter Parking 
  Cambridge Kitchener Waterloo Guelph Milton Ajax 
Parking Restrictions - No 
overnight X X X X X  
Parking Ban when Announced X X X X X X 
Ticket    X X X 
Ticket and/or Tow  X X X   
Limited Enforcement X   X X X 
Go around and return    X X X 
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Kitchener 
In Kitchener, the regulations are similar to Cambridge.  Parking is prohibited on any city street from 
2:30 to 6 am, from December 1 through March 31.   In addition, an outright ban on all city on-street 
parking is in effect when a snowfall of more than eight (8) cm. is forecast or a snow event is declared.  
However, during a declared snow event, vehicles are ticketed and towed to a nearby street or parking 
lot in Kitchener.  Residents can call to find out where their car has been towed. Cambridge currently 
only has the ability to tow to impound (and is therefore more reluctant to initiate a tow). 
 
Residents are informed of the snow event and the parking ban via the website; on the City of 
Kitchener Facebook and Twitter accounts; by email to residents who sign up to receive the city's snow-
event advisories, and through local media. 
 
Notification of a Snow Event is typically given by 5 p.m., and usually takes effect at midnight so that 
residents have time to move or make arrangements for their cars. Cambridge tries to tie its 
announcement of snow events to be simultaneous with announcements in Kitchener given their close 
proximity and shared media outlets; however, this has been a problem when Kitchener delays a 
declaration, either because they are not working (Remembrance Day), or because their weather 
conditions are different.  The overnight parking restriction is not coordinated, with Cambridge’s only in 
effect from January 1st to March 15th, 2:30 to 6:00 am or 60% of the duration of Kitchener’s. 
 
Waterloo 
In Waterloo there is no overnight parking during the hours of 2:30 and 6:00 a.m., in general, and 
vehicles will be ticketed.  During a declared snow event on-street parking is prohibited entirely 
regardless of a permit or exemption as per the section of the Traffic and Parking By-law 08-077.  
Generally, vehicles are towed around the corner. 

 
Guelph 
All on-street parking and parking exemptions are suspended during winter storms. Bylaw staff work 24 
hours a day and routinely enforce against vehicles parking overnight during the winter months.  In 
addition, Bylaw staff will tow vehicles that interfere with plowing operations at the request of the 
operator.  Bylaw staff also routinely remove vehicles within the downtown core and residential 
neighbourhoods during snow removal operations.  The City also monitors and enforces against vehicles 
that park on streets with windrows that leave less than 3m of travel width. 
 
Milton 
In Milton there is no parking overnight from 2:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. in general without a permit, and 
during snow events there is no on-street parking.  Milton will ticket vehicles but will not tow. 
 
Ajax 
In Ajax on-street parking is suspended before, during, or after a snow event.  Historically no towing of 
vehicles takes place.  Currently they plow around the vehicle and come back to clean up. 
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In Cambridge most plowing in residential areas occurs during the day shift, although the collectors are 
included in the salt routes and often plowed at night.  Parking enforcement has been lax in Cambridge 
and there is no coordinated plan to tow vehicles that interfere with snow operations.  Residents do 
learn from experience, and training (e.g. enforcement) is required to achieve compliance and reduce 
the impact of parking on plowing operations. An intense push will be required to change behaviour, 
but sustained and continued enforcement will be required to ensure improved performance continues. 
 
It will take some time to achieve improvements, and plow operators will need to assist in pointing out 
where parked vehicles are, but operations, and street conditions, will be improved as a result. 
 
The parking enforcement plan should include: 

• Improved coordination between By-law and Road winter operations. 
• Parking enforcement should be continuous during snow events, with some dedicated presence 

during evening and over-night operations, and substantial presence during daytime plowing 
operations.  The number of dedicated officers should be adjusted based on the volume of 
parking infractions reported. 

• Operators should report the location of parked cars that are interfering with operations to Lead 
Hands, who should prioritize locations when transferring the information to By-law Officers. 

• One or more tow trucks should be hired to work with the team.  Vehicles that are preventing 
streets from being plowed or preventing snow removal operations should be ticketed and 
towed to a nearby location that has already been dealt with. Service Cambridge and 9-1-1 
operators will need to be aware of towing events. 

• Operators should not wait for parking enforcement to arrive.  They should continue with their 
route and return later. 

 
The parking enforcement operations should be self-sustaining, with fine revenues more than of-setting 
the costs, including the cost of towing.  If the current fines ($80) are not adequate to cover towing 
costs, the fines should be increased, or a new offense created with higher fines. 
 
The enhanced parking enforcement program should be publicized as part of snow event declarations 
and the related media messaging and web site notices.  It will cause some complaints but will also 
result in lower cost operations and improved results. 

Recommendation 21) Implement an enhanced parking enforcement program as described above. 
Recommendation 22) Work with the Region of Waterloo, the City of Kitchener, and the City of Waterloo 

to develop a process for declaring snow events regionally and communicating the 
declarations to the public that considers the needs of each municipality and the 
range of likely weather conditions.  The process should err on the side of declaring 
too early, provided there is also a process to end a declaration promptly if 
forecasts change. 

Information Technology and Service Based Budgeting 

The City of Cambridge has taken the lead in the use of technology by operators and staff.  Some 
additional training will be required to ensure all operators can make the best use of the tablets that 
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have been distributed, and some further development would be useful; for example, developing route 
maps with suggested directions for the assistance of inexperienced operators. 
 
The City has implemented AVL and salt dispersal controllers that have been state of the art but may be 
dated.  The Region is undertaking a review of the available control systems as part of its efforts to 
minimize salt use, and the City should participate in the outcomes of this work. 
 
The main challenge the City faces relates to fully implementing the SAP system so that it can provide 
service based budget and actual information.  Maximo is still used to record the expenditures in terms 
of time at least by service, but this information is not conveyed to SAP, and SAP cannot produce 
service-based data.  Similarly, Maximo is not updated with current labour rates or material input costs, 
so the financial data it produces is inaccurate, and is becoming more inaccurate with the passage of 
time.  
 
We are not in a position to suggest whether a better bridge can be built between Maximo and SAP, or 
whether SAP can be expanded to capture the functionality that Maximo provides.  However, one or the 
other should be undertaken to ensure Roads continues to have the work order system it requires, 
while allowing SAP to provide service-based information to users throughout the corporation. 
 
The list of services used in Maximo could be improved, particularly with the removal of some lesser 
used categories.  If there is a decision to keep Maximo and import data into SAP, it may be useful to 
have a smaller number of consolidated services within SAP.  In any case, we would suggest that the 
budget and reporting process should be able to report on at least the following winter maintenance 
related services: 

 List of Services for Budgeting and Reporting 
City Winter Road Maintenance Regional Winter Road Maintenance 
Training Training 
Standby time Standby time 
Road Patrol Road Patrol 
De-Icing / Anti-icing De-Icing / Anti-icing 
Salt spreading (with or without plowing) Salt spreading (with or without plowing) 
Sand/abrasives spreading (with or without 
plowing) 

Sand/abrasives spreading (with or without 
plowing) 

Snow Plowing (without spreading materials) Snow Plowing (without spreading materials) 
Snow Removal Snow Removal 
Laneway Maintenance 

 

Pothole Repair with hotboxes Pothole Repair with hotboxes 
Materials Stockpiling/handling Materials Stockpiling/handling 
Drainage / catch basin clearage Drainage / catch basin clearage 
Placing /removal of snow fencing Placing /removal of snow fencing 
Placing/Removal of Signs Placing/Removal of Signs 
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Debris Pick-up Debris Pick-up 
Sidewalk / Pathways Maintenance Transit Stops 
Standby time Snow and Ice management 
Sidewalk Patrol 

 

De-Icing / Anti-icing Parking Lots 
Salt spreading (with or without plowing) Salt/Abrasive Spreading 
Sand/abrasives spreading (with or without 
plowing) 

Plowing 

Snow Plowing (without spreading materials) Snow Removal 
Manual snow removal (shoveling) 

 

Non-Winter Activities (likely to occur during 
winter) 

 

Sweeping 
 

Debris Pick-up 
 

Leaf Pick-up 
 

Non-Winter Activities (likely to occur during 
winter) 

 

Vegetation Repair 
 

Asphalt Spot Repairs  
 
The list of non-winter services included is incomplete, but these activities are certain to occur during 
the winter, so any system needs to be able to capture them (and other summer activities) even during 
the winter. 
 
It is important to note that the services related to the Regional contract should include virtually all the 
services performed on City roads, except perhaps the laneway maintenance.  At present, the costs of 
plowing and salting are recorded first as plowing or salting, and then allocated to the Regional contract 
based upon the ratio of Regional and City roads included in each route.  This does not capture the extra 
time that goes to Regional roads, particularly as part of the salt routes, as the Regional roads tend to 
be the high priority roads in each route. 
 
But many of the other activities also make a contribution to maintaining the Regional roads.  Operators 
need to be trained to salt or plow Regional roads as much as City roads.  Standby costs are largely 
incurred to have staff available to salt and plow Regional roads in the event of precipitation.  Anti-icing 
is infrequent, but largely covers Regional roads.  It is likely easier to record all the activities in the “City” 
accounts for road maintenance, but the allocation of costs to the Regional contract should consider all 
the categories noted and consider the actual level of effort where this may vary from the relative road 
lengths involved. 
 
SAP is already capable of distinguishing labour costs from materials and fleet charges, but these two 
categories are particularly significant for winter (and summer) road maintenance; as well it would be 
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useful if SAP could provide a clear identification of Fleet vehicle charges rather than rolling them up 
into internal allocations.  This information is available in Maximo now. 

Recommendation 23) That the City develop SAP so it can provide budgeting and actual expenditure 
information on each of the services identified above, either by building a better 
link to Maximo, or by extending SAPs capabilities. 

Recommendation 24) That the City revise its approach to allocation of costs to the Regional contract by: 
• including training, standby, shift and meal allowances and anti-icing cost categories,  
• revising its approach to allocation of salt and plow routes to take into account the relative level 

of effort on Regional and City roads; perhaps by giving the priority km some role in the formula. 

Recommendation 25) Consideration should be given to having the Region change its policy to cover 
payment for maintenance of sidewalks on Regional roads. 
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7. Identification and Risk Assessment of Service Improvement 
Options  

The City faces a number of risks with its winter maintenance program.  There are legal risks related to 
accidents or related losses that could occur due to the impact of weather on the roads, sidewalks and 
City properties that are maintained. People have the right to sue the City, or as an interim step, file a 
claim with the City related to such damages or losses.  One of the key functions of the Minimum 
Maintenance Standards (the MMS) approved by the province is to indicate that the City will not be 
liable for such claims if it maintains its assets at least as well as the MMS prescribes. The assets will be 
deemed to be in a “state of repair” as long as the MMS requirements are met.  Thus, circumstances 
where particular MMS requirements are not met expose the City to potential claims related to the 
facilities in question. Failing to meet some MMS requirements could also expose the City to loss of 
reputation. 
 
There are other risks as well. Public reaction, generally registered as complaints, can be a consequence, 
often of any actions to reduce service standards, or a failure to meet growing expectations of the 
public.  The use of salt to arrive at bare pavement is intended to meet those expectations, but presents 
additional risks, particularly environmental damage in the form of salt in the Region’s drinking water.   
 
The table below provides an assessment of the risks that will be reduced or avoided, and the risks that 
will be accepted by adopting each of the recommendations contained in this report. 
 

 Recommendations and Risk Assessment 
Recommendation Risks 

1. The “Levels of Service for Roads 
Maintenance Operations” should be 
updated to reflect the changes in the 
MMS. 

MMS standards have changed since the policy 
document was adopted.  This could result in 
inconsistent direction to staff and responses to 
the public if not adopted. This could also hurt 
court cases if city policy has lower standards 
than MMS, or is missing standards described in 
MMS. 

2. That the City maintain all sidewalks that 
meet the current policy, consistent with 
the recent audit, adding about 10 km to 
the plow routes. 

The City could be challenged by property owners 
maintaining affected sidewalks if there is no 
change.  Property owners may complain, 
perhaps about the quality of service provided if 
recommendation adopted. Any claims related to 
the sidewalks involved could be strengthened by 
the inconsistency between policy and practice. 
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Recommendation Risks 

3.  Amend By-law 168-08 to be consistent 
with the current policy concerning which 
sidewalks property owners must clear, 
and to require the clearance within 24 
hours of the end of snowfall, and to 
require treatment of icy conditions 
within 48 hours. 

The inconsistency between the By-law requiring 
property owners to maintain certain sidewalks, 
and the City policy of maintaining those 
sidewalks, presents a risk of uncertainty in the 
event of a claim.  The requirement to clear snow 
in 24 hours exceeds MMS requirements but may 
help reduce risks to the public.  The MMS does 
require treatment of icy conditions on sidewalks 
within 48 hours. The City must either treat the 
sidewalks itself, or, require property owners to 
treat the sidewalks. 

4.  Stop salting sidewalks when melt/freeze 
conditions result in icy conditions, unless 
weather forecasts indicate the icy 
conditions may remain for 48 hours. 

The City currently exceeds MMS requirements, 
responding very quickly to ice on sidewalks it 
maintains.  Reducing the service level to be 
consistent with sidewalks maintained by 
property owners will leave additional resources 
to be used for other purposes. 

5.  Designate bicycle lanes adjacent to 
sidewalks near curbs as seasonal bicycle 
lanes, except where measured bicycle 
volumes warrant high priority snow 
lifting. 

There is a legal risk to not adopting this 
recommendation as current practices are not 
consistent with MMS and the City could be liable 
for an accident, particularly involving a cyclist.  
The City must clearly indicate it will not maintain 
those bicycle lanes in the winter or provide the 
additional resources to lift snow from the lanes 
within 24 hours of the end of snowfall – when 
current resources are fully employed. 

6. Revise the salt routes to create Priority 1 
routes covering arterials and other major 
roads designed to complete their routes 
in 4 hours in most circumstances, and 
Priority 2 routes covering the collectors, 
hills and sharp corners and designed to 
be completed in 8 hours in most 
circumstances. 

Recommendation meets MMS requirements at 
lower cost. Users of roads on Priority 2 routes 
may object. 

7. Revise the plow routes to cover about 30 
lane kms without duplication of roads 
assigned to salt trucks. 

Reducing the number of plow routes may result 
in longer time to service some streets – though 
still within MMS and City policy guidelines.  
Operators may be more reluctant to assist salt 
trucks on roads not within their routes, even 
though echelon plowing would remain within 
their mandate. 
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Recommendation Risks 

8. Revise the sidewalk routes to 
accommodate the added sidewalks, and 
any changes in equipment that are 
approved. 

Only apparent risk would be the potential for 
errors in creating the new routes. 

9 Consider the potential to have Roads 
lead hands inspect sidewalks as well as 
roads, and/or to have Parks staff use 
Burnside to record their findings. 

No legal risk as long as inspections occur.  Using 
Burnside to record the inspections reduces the 
risk of defending claims that assert patrols did 
not occur. 

10.  Discuss with the union changing the shift 
bonus requirement related to a 6 am 
shift start. 

Would improve level of service by getting out 
before the traffic, but may be rejected. 

11.  Ensure Parks has adequate staffing for 
the number of sidewalk routes created. 
This could be seasonal or permanent 
staff, depending upon other department 
requirements 

There is a risk that some routes will not be 
completed, or will not be completed within the 
required timeframes, if there is not enough staff 
to cover the routes. 

12. The City should expand its use of 
articulated tractors (like the Trackless) to 
the extent the vehicles can be used 
effectively in the summer. 

. 

Will increase some capital costs.  Some risk that 
anticipated benefits (summer use, longer routes 
in winter) may not be fully realized. 

13. The City should test the use of graders 
and loaders with blades as an alternative 
to the plow trucks; renting equipment if 
required. 

Testing is designed to minimize risk and prevent 
investment in alternative equipment before 
effectiveness is assessed.  May receive negative 
feedback from operators and/or public (limited 
by the scope of the test). However, tests may 
reveal the potential to provide as good or better 
service at equal or lower cost. 

14. That the parking lot contract be 
separated next year, inviting bids on two 
separate packages, one for Recreation 
and Parks, and one for other properties, 
with an option for a decrease if the same 
bidder wins both packages. 

It is possible changing the approach again might 
prevent the current approach from realizing full 
potential benefits.  Not adopting runs the risk of 
continuing to pay more for the service than 
necessary.   

15.  That different snow clearing standards 
be applied to different types of City 
properties, with only the prime sites, 
such as the City Hall complex, staying at 

Possible confusion if different properties receive 
different service levels, although clear distinction 
by type of property would minimize the 
potential.  Could also be claims that standards on 
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Recommendation Risks 

a 5 cm requirement for parking lots, and 
other properties using an 8 cm standard. 

the roads are too low if higher standards are 
applied to parking lots. 

16.  That consideration be given to 
submitting an in-house bid for some or 
all of the properties covered. 

Potential to reduce costs if in-house services 
prove less expensive. Potential for uncertainty 
over how to achieve fairness between in-house 
bid and contractor bids. 

17. Consider installing brine tanks and using 
brine rather than magnesium chloride 
for anti-icing and pre-wetting salt 
whenever weather permits. 

Will involve some capital expenditure.  However, 
brine can be used in all conditions, meeting MMS 
requirements, while magnesium chloride cannot 
be used in conditions where it can decrease road 
friction, which could result in a breach of MMS 
standards. 

18. Install a scale and automated tracking 
system near the salt dome in order to 
better control salt inventory. 

Some capital expenditure required. Some 
additional time (cost) required from operators 
when filling with salt.  Possible there could still 
be challenges reconciling salt usage and 
purchases. 

19. Return the Parks salt to the main salt 
dome and have Parks vehicles use the 
scale.  If the scale is not installed and a 
separate Parks salt pile remains, inform 
Parks drivers they can use the Roads 
loader and train them appropriately. 

Possible, Parks truck operators may damage 
loader or take salt and fail to record it.  Installing 
a camera may assist with accurate recording of 
use. 

20. Gradually introduce routine use of sand 
rather than salt, beginning with the 
lower volume roads – residentials with 
hills or curves, and then collector and 
rural roads. 

There will likely be complaints about the use of 
sand, particularly in the spring when the roads 
are caked in sand, and catch basins fill up with 
material.  Early street sweeping may help and 
facilitate the recycling of sand.  Longer term 
there is a serious risk from continued use of salt 
to achieve bare pavement conditions as ground 
water is being affected and the costs of the 
water system will increase as salt levels in 
ground water rise. 

21. Implement an enhanced parking 
enforcement program as described. 

There could be resistance from By-law to 
supplying the support necessary.  The costs may 
not be fully recovered from fines.  The public 
may continue to park on the street interfering 
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Recommendation Risks 

with plowing operations, especially if 
enhancements are not implemented. 

22. Work with the Region of Waterloo, the 
City of Kitchener, and the City of 
Waterloo to develop a process for 
declaring snow events and 
communicating the declarations to the 
public that considers the needs of each 
municipality and the range of likely 
weather conditions.  The process should 
err on the side of declaring too early, 
provided there is also a process to end a 
declaration promptly if forecasts change. 

There are communications now and some efforts 
to coordinate, but they could be improved.   
With rapidly changing expectations related to 
communications and social media, may be 
difficult to stay current. Continuing current 
informal cooperation is the alternative. 

23. That the City develop SAP so it can 
provide budgeting and actual 
expenditure information on each of the 
services identified above, either by 
building a better link to Maximo, or by 
extending SAPs capabilities. 

There could be substantial costs if extensive 
modification of SAP is required.  May also be 
difficult to properly bridge Maximo and SAP.  It is 
possible the goals of the project may not be 
achieved. 

24. That the City revise its approach to 
allocation of costs to the Regional 
contract by: 

• including training, standby shift and 
meal allowances and anti-icing cost 
categories, 

• revising its approach to allocation of salt 
and plow routes to take into account the 
relative level of effort on Regional and 
City roads, perhaps by giving the priority 
km some role in the formula. 

The Region may object to some expenses; 
however, the City is significantly below its 
maximum permitted billing. 

25.  Consideration should be given to having 
the Region change its policy to cover 
payment for maintenance of sidewalks 
on Regional roads. 

Requires renegotiation of an agreement arrived 
at in 2007, and may not be worth the effort. 
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8. Key Performance Indicators and Service Based Costing Approach 

Conducting winter operations to provide safe roads and sidewalks during and after snow and ice 
storms requires a complex set of activities and resources.  Winter maintenance managers must 
monitor operational effectiveness and efficiencies to make sure standards, as well as community 
expectations, are met and, identify and evaluate opportunities for improvement. Managers are also 
often pressured to improve service levels without increases in budget resources. There also exists a 
growing pressure to reduce the negative environmental impacts for the use of salt and other 
chemicals. 

Performance indicators can fall into three general categories: inputs, outputs and, outcomes or results. 

Inputs refer to the resources that are expended in winter operations to achieve the maintenance 
standards established by the City and/or the Province in terms of the MMS. Inputs are helpful in 
describing the costs of winter operations. Examples of inputs include: amount of salt and sand used, 
amount of de-icing chemicals or liquids used, staff hours, and equipment hours. 

Outputs are the activities, tasks or processes that were used in the implementation of winter 
operations. Examples include km plowed or salted, and rate of chemical application. Some output 
measures may be obtained from GPS/AVL controllers. Output indicators are also useful when 
evaluating new technology or processes. 

Outcomes generally relate to the overriding goals of winter road maintenance with respect to safety 
and mobility for both vehicles and pedestrians. Examples include: monitoring the condition of roads 
from visual inspections or Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS); measuring compliance of actual 
operational results with Provincial MMS and City Levels of Service; measuring how long it takes for 
traffic to resume normal flow after the end of the storm. 

Performance indicators can be examined over time to identify any trends in the levels of efficiency and 
effectiveness of winter operations. Indicators are also used to compare performance with other 
municipalities to assist in identifying potential areas for improvement. The severity of winter weather 
events can vary significantly between seasons over time or between municipalities depending on 
geographic location and topography etc., and even between neighbourhoods within a single 
municipality.  
 
Performance measures, therefore, need to be standardized or normalized if they are to be analyzed 
over time or compared with other municipalities. One of the simplest ways of standardizing the data is 
applying a single variable description or index, e.g. costs/km of lane road. There are also 
standardization considerations to take into account weather factors like cm of snowfall or number of 
storm events during a winter season.  
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The severity of winter weather events can vary significantly between seasons over time or between 
municipalities depending on geographic location and topography etc., and even between 
neighbourhoods within a single municipality. Another common approach to standardizing weather 
conditions over a period of time involves formulation of a winter severity index.  For example, the 
Ontario Ministry of Transportation’s Winter Severity Index described earlier, is a measure of how 
challenging a winter has been at a particular location (municipality) with respect to the amount and 
type of precipitation, including snow, blowing snow, ice, rain, freezing rain and temperatures. 
 
The following KPIs could be reported to Council annually, perhaps with the budget or in an after-event 
report on winter operations.  They could be calculated on an annual basis, or on the basis of a winter 
season. It should be noted that some of the measures are not currently collected and some will require 
data that is not currently collected. While all measures would be informative, those shown as bold are 
the best starting point, recognizing the significance of the measure and the availability or cost of 
acquiring the data. 
 
 

 KPIs for Winter Road Maintenance 
 

Type Activity Performance Standard 
Input Cost per lane km • City Road Winter Maintenance  

• Regional Road Winter 
Maintenance 

• Sidewalk Winter Maintenance 
 Annual Cost • Parking Lot Maintenance 

• Transit Stop Maintenance 
 Hours of paid staff time (November to 

April) 
• City Road Maintenance 
• Regional Road Winter 

Maintenance 
• Sidewalk Winter Maintenance 
• “Non-winter” work 
• % of paid time as standby 
• % of paid time vacation, sick, 

stat holiday, etc. 
 Equipment for winter operations • % fleet serviced/ prepared by 

specified date 
• % of fleet that is “spares” (not 

required to perform given 
operations) 

• % of fleet available for 
deployment when required 

 Materials Used • Tonnes of Salt 
• Tonnes of Sand 
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Type Activity Performance Standard 
• Litres of Brine/Mag Chloride 

Output Frequency of Event Response Types • Anti-Icing Routes Run 
• Salt Routes Only 
• Freezing rain 
• Light snowfall 
• Other (thaw/freeze) 
• Full Plow 
• Ice Jam Responses 

Outcome Timeliness of reaction to winter events • % of responses (by type) that 
met Service Standards 

 Minimizing impact of winter road 
conditions 

• Claims experience for pedestrian, 
bicyclist and vehicle related 
incidents 

• Reduction in average travel speed 
• Number of transit routes 

experiencing delays during event 
• Vehicle collisions during winter 

months compared to summer 
months 

 Meeting public expectations • # complaints 
 Meeting Regional expectations • As expressed by Region 
 Environmental Impact • Change in salt concentrations, 

regional wells (if not measured 
annually, could use tonnes of salt 
used as surrogate) 
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Appendix 1 - Sidewalk Plowing Map 
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